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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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By Seth Schroeder 
Activities Editor
Blair Lord, the provost and vice president 
of academic affairs, spoke about incoming 
students and tuition during the Council on 
University Planning and Budgeting meeting 
on Friday. He said that Eastern’s normal yield 
rate for incoming students is 30 percent; how-
ever, this year it has dropped to about 28 per-
cent.
“There is some nervousness about applica-
tions and tuition next year,” Lord said. “Some of 
the melt comes from students who even deposit 
money after being admitted but then still leave...
Some students have been waived deposits as part 
of the recent economic climate.”
Lord also said that the decrease in incom-
ing students might be due to a lack of finan-
cial assistance.
“Right now 22 percent of students have 
zero family assistance, meaning their par-
ents contribute no money to their education,” 
Lord said. “Next fall that number is expect-
ed to jump to 26 to 27 percent. A lot of these 
students may have to focus on getting a job 
rather than going to school.”
William Weber, the vice president of busi-
ness affairs, also spoke at the meeting. 
By Elizabeth Edwards 
City Editor
After the winter storms and freezing temper-
atures, last week’s weather gave the Charleston 
maintenance road crews time to x some of the 
potholes in town.
“The severe winter storms have taken a toll 
on Charleston streets,” said Quincy Combs, the 
street department superintendent.
Combs said maintaining and repairing the 
streets has been “really hard.”
e street department is focused on repairing 
the streets, especially xing the potholes, Combs 
said.
Potholes are caused by many dierent factors 
such as moisture or freeze-thaw action Combs 
said.
“e severe winter storms have caused more 
potholes than normal,” Combs said. 
Combs said he and his crew of 10 men have 
been “aggressive” in repairing the holes.
Potholes are a danger to drivers because they 
could damage their vehicles, said Melvin Schwen-
ke, the manager of Neil Tire in Charleston. 
If a motorist did hit a pothole a certain way, 
it could cause his or her tires to blow off, or a 
pothole could throw o the alignment of a car, 
Schwenke said.
He said students should have a mechanic ex-
amine their car if they think a pothole has dam-
aged their car.
Though, Schwenke said he has not seen any 
customers with pothole damages. 
He did say a lot of customers came in his 
shop right after the storm, but he has not seen 
any weather-related damages recently.
City works to repair winter potholes
Budgeting 
meeting brings 
up tuition, 
student topics
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
AWARDS
LABEL
The DEN wins awards at ICPA
UNIVERSIT Y
Panther Nation to cheer at Nashville 
JORDAN BONER | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
A pothole in a parking lot near the Burl Ives Art Studio Hall reflects the campus water tower. The city is working to repair each pothole through-
out the streets of Charleston. POTHOLES, page 7
TUITION, page 7NASHVILLE, page 7
By Nike Ogunbodede 
Student Government Editor
Student Body President Mi-
chelle Murphy’s request for a 
money allocation to get a fan bus 
to support the women’s basket-
ball team was approved Thursday 
during the Apportionment Board 
meeting.
Murphy, a senior communica-
tion studies major, was allowed to 
present the allocation request be-
fore the AB after being approved 
Wednesday by the Student Sen-
ate. 
The fan bus will  be taking 
Eastern students to Nashville 
from March 3-5 and will oper-
ate much like it did when a bus 
was provided for the Eastern ver-
sus Illinois State University foot-
ball game.
Eas tern’s  women’s  basket -
ball team has participated in the 
championship game for the last 
two years. 
“Most of these schools we are 
facing are in Tennessee and Ken-
tucky,” she said. 
Eastern students do not usually 
have the ability to just drive up in 
their cars, she said. 
Murphy founded Panther Na-
tion to provide the university’s 
sports teams with a large cheering 
section at both home and some 
away games, replacing the Blue 
Crew. 
e people at these schools are 
relatively close to Nashville and 
can just drive to the game, but 
Eastern still has a large cheering 
section, she said. 
“It’s just important all around 
to create this culture of caring 
about Eastern athletics,” Murphy 
said. 
The Student Senate will have 
to approve AB’s approval before 
Murphy can receive the $2,000 al-
location.
In order to get approved, Mur-
phy will have to prove that at least 
55 Eastern students will want to 
pay the tentative $25.
“We get a lot of people from 
all kinds of groups (on campus),” 
Murphy said. “It builds comrad-
ery.” 
Student fees will  cover the 
cost of the renting the bus and 
the $25 will cover the cost of the 
needed hotel rooms. 
Murphy and the student sen-
ate are also talking to the Univer-
sity Board to help co-sponsor the 
trip.
“Otis (Seawood) and I are go-
ing to work together,” Murphy 
said. 
Staff Report
e Daily Eastern News won sec-
ond place for general excellence for 
daily publication at the 2011 Illinois 
College Press Association conference 
for three editions of the publication.
The DEN received second place 
for the 2009-2010 academic year be-
hind e Daily Illini from the Uni-
versity of Illinois at Urbana-Cham-
paign.
The conference took place Feb. 
18-19 in Chicago.
irty-ve publications from col-
leges throughout the state are mem-
bers of the association.
Besides the overall award, the 
publication also received 12 individ-
ual awards.
Second Place 
In-depth reporting- UPI Series 
Shelley Holmgren, a junior journal-
ism major
Third Place:
Feature photo- Danny Damiani, a 
sophomore journalism major
Feature page design- Caleb Bran-
son, a senior graphic design major, 
and Emily Steele, a senior journal-
ism major
Honorable Mentions:
Sports Feature Story- “Brother-
ly Love” - Alex McNamee, a soph-
omore journalism major
Sports Design Page- Emily Steele
General News Photo- Danny 
Damiani
Front Page Layout- Caleb Bran-
son and Colleen Harrigan, a junior 
journalism major
Editorial- Dave Balson, a junior 
journalism major
Column excluding sports- “Fee 
increase necessary for campus” Co-
lin Whitchurch, a 2010 journalism 
department alumnus
Graphic Illustration- Caleb Bran-
son
Critical review other than film- 
“Eating the dinosaur”- Sarah 
Ruholl, a 2010 journalism depart-
ment alumna.
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
7 p.m. Anti-vaccination 
A lecture is taking place at 7 
p.m. in the Doudna Fine Arts 
Center Lecture Hall about the an-
ti-vaccination movement that 
6:30 p.m. Marvel vs Capcom
omas Hall is hosting a game 
night in their basement. Prizes will 
be awarded to the top three win-
ners. Cost is $3 to get in. 
2 p.m. Microsoft Word
An informational workshop on 
how to customize Microsoft Word 
2007 will take place in the E-
Classroom in Booth Library. 
5 p.m. Rubber Lovers
Rubber Lovers is having an open 
session in the Charleston-Mattoon 
room in the MLK Jr. Union to edu-
cate students on safe sex practices.
If you want to add to the tap, please 
e-mail dennewsdesk@gmail.com or call 
581-7942.
Chance of rain
High: 50°
Low: 25°
Partly cloudy
High: 38°
Low: 25°
TODAY TUESDAY
EIU weather
For more weather visit castle.eiu.edu/weather.
February 21
           MONDAY              TUESDAY          WEDNESDAY
what's on tap 
AUDREY SAWYER | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Morgan Palombizio signs autographs along with the rest of the 
women's basketball team Saturday after the game in Lantz Arena.
Autographs for all
Blog: Crazy Comments
   In this week’s Crazy Comment Blog: Some 
Sense, no sense Online Editor Julia Carlucci 
discusses the lack of sense in comments and 
their repercussions. Read more in the latest blog 
at DENnews.com.
In this week’s edition of Crazy Comment Blog 
we’re looking at the beginning of a decline in sen-
sible comments. In Column: Hosni Mubarak/Sar-
ah Palin for 2012 there are currently 24 comments.
Video: Roundtable 
It is time for a special Intramural Basket-
ball playo edition of e Daily Eastern News 
Roundtable. Today’s discussion will be entire-
ly about the IM basketball playos which start 
today at Campus Rec at noon. Watch to see 
our picks for the coveted IM all-campus cham-
pionship.
ONLINE
EIU History Lesson
2008 e student executive vice president attempted to con-
vince the Apportionment Board to spend $17,000 on new 
computers.
1992 Coles County was awarded $271,000 by the governor to 
help ght poverty. e money was put toward an outreach 
center with more than 10 paid employees. 
1986 e new attendance policy was met with opposition at the 
academic aairs meeting. is policy would allow teachers 
to drop students from their classes who missed 25 percent or 
more of the class sessions.  
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Staff Report
The history department will host a lecture 
about the history of vaccinations and the ef-
fects of them on today’s society at 7 p.m. to-
day in the Doudna Fine Arts Center Lecture 
Hall.
Robert Johnston, the director of the teach-
ing of history at the University of Illinois at 
Chicago, will be the speaker for event. His 
specialties include progressive-era U.S. histo-
ry, medical history and he is a member of the 
Vaccination Risk Communication group and 
the National Immunization Program Nation-
al Immunization Program. 
Johnston will speak as part of the Ric-
cio Lecture Series, which was established in 
memory of Barry Riccio, a member of the 
history department before he died at the age 
of 46 in 2001. Riccio died from cancer.
For more information call the History De-
partment at 581-3310.
Lecture 
discusses 
vaccinations 
importance
By Sierra Teague 
Staff Reporter
e student government is hosting a 
T-shirt design contest for Panther Ser-
vice Day.
Dan Rolando, the student vice presi-
dent of student aairs, and Rachel Fish-
er, the director of student communi-
ty service, have come up with a way of 
getting students involved. 
The T-shirt design contest will be 
open to all students.
“So many students complain about 
the T-shirt design saying ‘it’s plain and 
so similar to previous years’,” Rolando 
said.
With the T-shirt design contest the 
only thing students are obligated to put 
on the shirt is the Panther Service Day 
logo and the name of the sponsors, the 
rest of the design is up to the student’s 
creative minds. 
Rolando said the deadline for all T-
Shirt designs is March 11, right be-
fore spring break. e Panther Service 
Day committee, comprised of Rolando, 
Fisher and Student Senate members, 
will choose the winning T-shirt. 
Mindy Gayheart, a graduate student 
and a graduate adviser of the student 
government said the contest will market 
the event for years to come.
“Every time a student wears their 
Panther Service Day shirt, the event will 
gain notice by the student body,” Gay-
heart said. “We are excited to see the 
creativity the students will put into their 
T-Shirt designs.”
Rolando also said if the T-shirt de-
sign is a success then he would like to 
make this an annual event for students 
to support Panther Service Day.
e volunteers will wear the T-shirt 
that wins the design contest on Panther 
Service Day, on April 16. e day will 
start o at 8:30 a.m. with the “Charity 
5k Run and Walk”’ to support children 
from the Children’s Advocacy Center, 
who are victims of physical and sexu-
al abuse.
From noon to 4 p.m. there will be 
several service projects for students to 
volunteer in and give back to the com-
munity.
“Last year we had roughly 300 stu-
dent volunteers this year we are shoot-
ing for 500,” Rolando said.
Students will have plenty of projects 
to keep them busy such as trash pick 
up, making animal toys for the animal 
shelter, playing bingo at local nursing 
homes, and planting trees.
“Panther Service Day is away for 
Eastern to give back to its community,” 
Fisher said. “It is a fantastic day of activ-
ity and full of fun.” 
Sierra Teague can be reached at 
581-2812 or slteague@eiu.edu.
T-shirt design contest for service day begins
C AMPUS
HEALTH
ENTERTAINMENT
Ahn Trio perform world premiere piece
DANNY DAMIANI | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Brooke Berbari, a freshman English major from Depaul University, tapes a superhero picture on blackboard after she colored it Saturday 
during the Illinois Residence Hall Association conference in Coleman Hall.  Berbari participated in the session "Standout Like a Superhero," 
which focused on coloring outside the lines and Randy Pausch 's Last Lecture. The conference went on from Friday until Sunday all across 
campus.  The conference included sessions, awards and a dance along with other activities.
IRHA conference full of activities 
By Rachel Rodgers & Seth 
Schroeder  
Campus Editor and Activities 
Editor
For the first time, the Ahn Trio 
performed a piece written by Niko-
lai Kapustin, a Russian composer. 
The piece was commissioned by 
Eastern specifically for the Ahn Trio 
and was performed Friday at the 
Dvorak Concert Hall in the Doud-
na Fine Arts Center.
Angella Ahn, the violinist of the 
three sisters, said originally Kapus-
tin refused their request to compose 
a piece for them because he said 
the piano, violin and cello did not 
blend to his satisfaction. 
Brandon Bobal, a freshman geol-
ogy major said the world premiere 
piece was his favorite during the 
performance.
“It was my favorite because I re-
ally liked the contrast between the 
violin and cello and I thought that 
it was very interesting,” Bobal said.
Maria and Lucia Ahn, cellist and 
pianist of the group, are twins while 
Angella is the youngest of the trio. 
Oindrila Paul, a graduate student 
of biological studies and an interna-
tional student from India, said she 
thought the Ahn Trio’s music was 
very contemporary. Paul said to-
day’s generation would enjoy it even 
though she said most people think 
instrumental music is geared toward 
the elderly.
“These days it seems like most 
young people are into rap and pop 
music, and I feel to some extent that 
is ne, but the actual music lies in the 
instruments that are being played and 
it’s the melody from individual instru-
ments that makes music beautiful,” 
Paul said.
Throughout the performance, the 
sisters would gesture to one anoth-
er and joke back and forth between 
songs.
Brittany Dixon, a junior interdisci-
plinary major and national exchange 
student from Oregon, said she was 
very excited for the performance be-
cause she has listened to the Ahn Trio 
since middle school.
“I think it helps that they are sis-
ters,” Dixon said. “ey are denitely 
in tune with each other.”
Kay Allen, a Mattoon resident, 
agreed.
“You could really see their sense of 
camaraderie and their ability to incor-
porate comedy in the performance,” 
Allen said.
e Ahn Trio also performed a ren-
dition of The Doors’ “Riders on the 
Storm.”
Paul said “Riders on the Storm” was 
very dierent and she liked the dier-
ent highs and lows of the notes in the 
music.
The Ahn Trio began the perfor-
mance with its “Brazili-Ahn” pieces.
Angella Ahn said the pieces were in-
spired by Brazilian landscapes such as 
rivers, mountains and dry, rugged ter-
rain.
Dixon said during the “Brazili-
Ahn,” she was able to imagine the ter-
rains very easily.
“Usually with violin music you 
think classical means Beethoven and 
Mozart with lots of fast and involved 
music but this music was more about 
the uniqueness of the individual 
parts,” Bobal said.
The Ahn Trio performed several 
pieces by composer Kenji Bunch and 
ended the concert with “Skylife” by 
David Balakrishnan.
“e last song took my breath away 
and the music was so passionate, so 
calming and so intriguing because you 
didn’t know what was going to happen 
next and the various instruments really 
made an impact,” Allen said.
Rachel Rodgers and Seth 
Schroeder can be reached at 
581-2812 or dennewsdesk@gmail.
AUDREY SAWYER|THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Angella Ahn, violinist for the Ahn Trio, performs Friday night in the Dvorak 
Concert Hall of the Doudna Fine Arts Center. 
2011 is shaping up to be one hell of a year 
for democracy. History books will look back 
on the unprecedented protests of the past two 
months as a time when millions of people 
poured into the streets, challenging their gov-
ernments and demanding their rights, in capi-
tol cities like Cairo, Egypt; Tunis, Tunisia; Trip-
oli, Libya; and Madison, Wis.
Yes. at Madison.
For the past week, tens of thousands of pro-
testers have converged on the state capitol, 
their numbers swelling by the day. By Saturday, 
68,000 protesters had shown up and even more 
arrived on Sunday. e protests are in response 
to a bill put forward by Gov. Scott Walker that 
would strip public employees of most of their 
collective bargaining rights, eectively destroy-
ing public-sector unions.
e state’s Democratic lawmakers ed to Il-
linois in order to stop the bill from passing 
through the legislature. eir absence leaves the 
Republicans one person short of the number of 
people who need to be present for the assem-
bly to take action. Wisconsin law says that law-
makers who refuse to show up for votes can be 
“compelled” to show up. Anticipating Walk-
er would send police to their houses to bring 
them to the oor, the 14 Democrats crossed the 
state line (and police jurisdiction) and remain 
scattered throughout Illinois in “undisclosed lo-
cations.” If that sounds like a dramatic, almost 
unheard of  move by state lawmakers, that’s be-
cause it is. But it is an appropriate response to 
a Draconian bill that would destroy the hard-
won rights of their constituents. 
Unions have been the chic object of anger 
and derision in conservative circles for decades. 
e idea that unions are a major cause of inef-
ciency and declining productivity has seeped 
into the realm of common knowledge. And like 
most bits of common knowledge, it is short on 
fact and devoid of  context.
It is a testament to the success of unions 
that we take things like the eight-hour work-
day, the weekend, child labor laws and worker’s 
compensation for granted. e American labor 
movement fought (and many of its members 
died) to win these concessions. And while mod-
ern unions have at times been unreasonable in 
their demands, the basic idea that we should 
give health care and pensions to our teach-
ers and reghters is only realized through the 
rights of their unions to collectively bargain. 
Walker seeks to deny public employees the 
ability to have meaningful negotiations over 
state contracts. And he claims that he is only 
doing what he has to do to tackle the state’s 
budget decit. is is not about balancing the 
budget. is is about destroying unions.
Wisconsin, relative to other states, is actually 
doing pretty well. ey were in better shape be-
fore Walker took oce seven weeks ago. When 
the last governor left, the state projected a bud-
get surplus of $121 million this year. Walk-
er quickly turned that into a $137 million def-
icit by passing tax cuts and pet projects as soon 
as he arrived. 
e unions have told Walker that they would 
agree to take the cuts necessary to close Wis-
consin’s decit. But Walker is unmoved.
Walker has thrust himself to the forefront of 
the national conservative movement to destroy 
unions. Despite their constant assertions that 
they stand up for the middle class in America, 
Republicans have long wanted to destroy the 
only institution that has protected the middle 
class in our nation’s history. 
Unions are the biggest nancial supporters 
of the Democratic Party. at’s because Demo-
crats tend to value the rights of the hard-work-
ing employees over the personal bank accounts 
of employers. If unions are busted, Republicans 
know that Democrats lose a major organizing 
force and source of funding. 
is is the question the rest of the nation 
must now answer: Do we believe that the peo-
ple we as a society place our trust in—the 
teachers we trust with our children, the cops 
we trust with our safety, the nurses we trust 
with out lives, the reman we trust with our 
homes—deserve to have health care today and 
retirement tomorrow? Do we want to tell these 
underpaid heroes that we can no longer aord 
them the rights we have long agreed they de-
serve?
ousands of people have gathered in Mad-
ison to give an answer. We must all make sure 
their messaged is received. Or we may some-
day be left with only the regret that we did not 
stand with them when they needed it most
Dave Balson is a junior journalism major. He 
can be reached at 581-2812  
or DENopinions@gmail.com.
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Finally, an 
enduring 
eyesore meets 
its end days
Eastern rejoice! A new project will 
replace hideous construction site with a 
green area more befitting of a college cam-
pus. 
According to a DEN article published 
Feb. 17, the construction area between the 
Life Science Building and Klehm Hall will 
be turned into green space. 
The project will start March 1 and is 
expected to be completed by the middle 
of summer.  The space has been used for 
storing construction materials of contrac-
tors after the 1998 Booth Library renova-
tions and is currently being used for con-
tractor staging for the Renewable Energy 
Center. 
Granted, Eastern is fortunate to have 
enough growth to require a construction 
area, but the site has taxed the patience of 
the eyes and ears of every person who has 
endured its presence.  
Students and staff walking on cam-
pus and encountering noisy construction 
sounds within that area has been an issue, 
and seeing the messy asphalt and parked 
trailers has become an irritation.  
Perhaps because the site has been used 
for construction purposes, it has caused 
enough annoyance to give a reason rec-
reate the area in an effort to beautify the 
campus. 
The renovation of the construction 
area is part of the Eastern’s master plan. 
According to the master plan’s vision state-
ment web page, the weaknesses of the uni-
versity include space needs, which could 
be used for faculty and student social 
areas. 
The vision statement also mentions oth-
er goals to achieve, which come from the 
1999 master plan. 
These goals include to “create a pedes-
trian-friendly campus” and to improve 
physical aspects of the campus while pre-
serving the environment.  
Converting the area to grass will have 
more of a pedestrian-friendly feel than the 
current untidy construction site. Few peo-
ple would like to look at asphalt and dust 
while crossing campus or conversing with 
others in that area. 
The creation of the green space in the 
construction area is fortunate for students 
who will enter Eastern next year, especially 
freshman and transfers who will not have 
to face the same eyesore that students and 
staff have seen for the past 12 years.  
Overall, the purpose of the space reno-
vation is part of an effort to make others 
more comfortable with the campus envi-
ronment. 
The construction area may not be one 
of the major problems that Eastern has 
to face, but having a change of scenery is 
nice.
FROM THE EASEL
SHELLEY HOLMGREN | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Dave Balson
COLUMN
Madness in Madison: The union must be preserved
STAFF EDITORIAL
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of the editorial board of The Daily Eastern 
News.
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News of the “brutal and sustained sexual as-
sault” on CBS reporter Lara Logan last week 
brought one of the least talked about issues to 
the forefront of the media. 
As the news of her ordeal spread, other female 
journalists and reporters have come forward to 
report less dramatic, but just as serious incidents 
of their own, and some expressed concern that 
their male bosses would be hesitant to continue 
sending them to the front lines of war.
Logan was reporting on the Egyptian revolu-
tion in Cairo when she was reportedly separat-
ed from her crew in the crowd, sexually assaulted 
and beaten by a group of men in Tahrir Square.
 It was by the eorts of a group of women and 
Egyptian soldiers that she was rescued from her 
abusers. She returned to the U.S. the next morn-
ing and spent several days recovering in a Wash-
ington, D.C., hospital before being released. 
Women in prominent positions around the 
world are often targeted for violence, but that 
shouldn’t dissuade anyone.
War reporting is a dangerous business for 
both genders. One report found that during the 
Iraq war twice as many journalists were killed 
than during the entire 15 years of the Vietnam 
War.  For the rst time, journalists are consid-
ered legitimate targets of war.
But with women, there is an added threat 
of sexual assault. ese incidents leave the vic-
tim with both psychological and physical scars.  
Logan’s attack was horrifying, and the reports 
of other abuses of female reporters around 
the globe are terrifying. But the news indus-
try should not make this an excuse to be afraid 
to send women into political hotspots any more 
than they’re afraid to send male journalists into 
war zones.
Psychologically, victims of crime or war nd it 
easier to open up to women, as they are seen as 
more sensitive and understanding. Women espe-
cially nd it easier to open up to other women.  
Without reports from women around the globe, 
we might not know half the story.
e Nieman Foundation for Journalism at 
Harvard found, despite their expectations, that 
female war correspondents are not more likely to 
experience anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorder 
or depression than their male colleagues.  ey 
also found that female war correspondents tend 
to be better educated than the male journalists. 
Because women are often specically targeted, 
news organizations should take on some respon-
sibility for their safety. An extra security guard 
wouldn’t be sexist, and is often warranted by the 
situation.
At the end of the day, it comes down to those 
dreaded words: gender equality. e women who 
choose this line of work are just as informed as 
to what they’re getting into as the men. It is not 
an easy decision for anyone to make, but if that 
is where the journalist’s passion lies, she should 
have every opportunity to pursue her dreams. 
No one should be making that decision for her.
SarahBigler is a junior political science major. 
She can be reached at 581-2812  
or DENopinions@gmail.com.
Sarah Bigler
COLUMN
Women in war zones face danger, but persevere
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By Seth Schroeder 
Activities Editor
Members of EIU Pride, several East-
ern faculty members and many others 
gathered to celebrate the life of retired 
Eastern professor Doug DiBianco Sat-
urday. ey gathered alongside DiBi-
anco’s family in the Mainstage eater 
of the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
DiBianco died Feb. 6.
In addition to several people speak-
ing about DiBianco and sharing stories 
about him, a documentary about DiB-
ianco was shown. DiBianco’s friend 
and Eastern alumnus Rob Kleiner cre-
ated the documentary titled Andalu-
sian Doug.
“We know my dad’s here in spirit, 
because he would love to be here with 
everybody,” said DiBianco’s daughter, 
Danielle DiBianco. “ere’s so many 
wonderful faces here that my dad 
would love to see.”
For the celebration, the theater was 
decorated with several photos of Doug 
DiBianco throughout his life, as well 
as a variety of toy pink amingos. e 
flamingos are in reference to Doug 
DiBianco’s favorite movie, Pink Fla-
mingos directed by John Waters.
Doug DiBianco helped to create 
and advise EIU Pride in 1992. In hon-
or of him, the current EIU Pride cre-
ated a large paper pink amingo with 
several photos of him and brought it 
to the celebration. 
“Without Doug I would not have 
been the out and proud person I am,” 
said Kirstin Bowns, a senior sociolo-
gy major and member of EIU Pride. 
“He gave us a home when no one else 
would.”
Aiden Ethington, a graduate stu-
dent political science major, said that 
Doug DiBianco loved everything the 
group had ever done, regardless of 
what it was.
“He was our true leader. I don’t 
know if our meetings will ever be the 
same,” Ethington said.
Carol Stevenson, a retired English 
professor, was a co-adviser with Doug 
DiBianco at EIU Pride and said he was 
always generous and giving with his 
students. She said that during Pride 
meetings he would always bring bags 
full of newspapers and yers with in-
formation on out of town concerts 
and movies.
Stevenson said she knew Doug 
since she moved to Charleston and 
that she often did laundry and had 
dinner at his house with his wife, Vir-
ginia “Ginnie” DiBianco’s insistence.
“We would try and have some fam-
ily time and would play Candyland 
on the living room oor,” Stevenson 
said.
Danielle DiBianco said that the cel-
ebration has helped her to learn more 
about her father.
“It’s been really beautiful to hear ev-
eryone’s stories, I feel like I’m getting 
to know him better,” Danielle DiBi-
anco said.
Seth Schroeder can be reached 
at 581-2812 
or scschroeder2@eiu.edu.
Professor’s life honored
SETH SCHROEDER | DAILY EASTERN NE WS
 Danielle DiBianco, daughter of retired Eastern professor Doug DiBianco, 
speaks about her father during a celebration of his life Saturday at the 
Doudna Fine Arts Center Mainstage Theater.
COMMEMOR ATION 
By Amy Wywialowski 
Staff Reporter
Faculty Senate members will be up-
dated on the progress of the athletic 
department at their meeting Tuesday. 
Tuesday’s meeting will take place 
at 2 p.m. in the Booth Library, Room 
4440. 
Athletic Director Barbara Burke 
said her presentation will include 
graduation rates for student athletes 
and other statistics. e athletic de-
partment makes this presentation to 
Faculty Senate once a year. 
“My comments will be very general 
in nature,” Burke said
John Henry Pommier, the Facut-
ly Senate chairman, said he is looking 
forward to hearing the progress of the 
student athletes.
“We have some of the better num-
bers in the state, we have good aca-
demic standards for our athletes, they 
are students as well as athletes, our 
coaching staff does a great job with 
that,” Pommier said.  “It’s important 
for (the faculty) to hear what athletics 
oers, and vice versa.”
Also on the agenda is the Commit-
tee on Assessment of Student Learn-
ing report.
Karla Sanders, the co-chairwoman 
of the CASL committee will give the 
report.
“(We) will be presenting (the 
CASL) annual executive summaries 
of data pertaining to the four under-
graduate learning goals,” Sanders said.
Pommier said there are no propos-
als to be voted on at this week’s meet-
ing.
“Sometimes after hearing a pre-
sentation, one of the 15 faculty sen-
ators will provide a resolution to ad-
dress an issue on campus raised by a 
presentation or in general,” Pommi-
er said. “These, along with commit-
tee proposals, are things we vote on, 
however there are none on the agen-
da this week.” 
Pommier also talked about issues 
to be discussed at future meetings in-
cluding the Capital Campaign Kick-
o at the March 2 meeting.
At the senate’s March 22 meeting, 
there will be a presentation address-
ing campus safety including the re-
action to the suspicious package inci-
dent that happened in January.
Amy Wywialowski can be 
reached at 581-2812 
or alwywialowski@eiu.edu.
Athletic department 
to share its progress
FACULT Y SENATE
By The Associated Press
CHICAGO— The two leading 
candidates for Chicago mayor on 
Sunday visited a South Side mega 
church run by a state senator who was 
briey in the race, while all the candi-
dates began their nal push for votes 
before Tuesday's election.
Former White House chief of sta 
Rahm Emanuel and former Chi-
cago schools president Gery Chico 
both addressed the congregation at 
the Salem Baptist Church of Chicago 
where state Sen. James Meeks is pas-
tor. Meeks abandoned his own bid for 
mayor in December and, at the time, 
urged the other black candidates to 
rally around one person.
That eventual consensus candi-
date, former U.S. Sen. Carol Mose-
ley Braun, also had been scheduled to 
appear at Meeks' church Sunday but 
didn't show up. Campaign spokes-
woman Renee Ferguson said Braun 
had visited Meeks' church before so 
they decided to go someplace new 
where there might be more Chicago 
voters. The fourth major candidate, 
City Clerk Miguel del Valle, also had 
church visits scheduled Sunday.
The candidates were trying to 
drum up every vote they could get 
before Tuesday's election. Polls show 
Emanuel is the frontrunner with Chi-
co and Braun fighting to force an 
April runoff that will be held unless 
one candidate gets 50 percent of the 
vote plus one vote on Tuesday. Along 
with the four major candidates, two 
lesser-known candidates, Williams 
"Dock" Walls and Patricia Van Pelt-
Watkins, are running to replace May-
or Richard Daley, who didn't seek a 
seventh term after more than two de-
cades in oce.
Meeks joked about his short-lived 
mayoral bid when he introduced Chi-
co to the congregation.
"We got to know each other, all of 
us, for the ve minutes I was on the 
campaign trail," Meeks said.
Chico, who got a warm reception 
at Meeks' church, promised to take 
the city in a new direction by improv-
ing schools and increasing economic 
development in the neighborhoods.
"We're turning the page. Well, if 
we're going to turn the page let's not 
turn it with a whimper let's turn it 
with a bang and let's make something 
happen," Chico said.
Candidates campaign 
week before election
At 6 p.m. on Tuesday a theft was 
reported from the W Lot.  is inci-
dent is under investigation.
At 8:51 p.m. on Tuesday a canna-
bis complaint was reported at Ste-
venson Hall. This incident was re-
ferred to the Oce of Student Stan-
dards.
At 4:20 p.m. on Tuesday a canna-
bis complaint was reported at Car-
man Hall.  This incident was re-
ferred to the Oce of Student Stan-
dards.
At 12:56 a.m. on Friday Colton 
Figgins, 22, 1403 11th St. Apt. 3, 
Charleston, was arrested at Fourth 
Street and Lincoln Avenue. He was 
charged with a DUI-alcohol and an 
alcohol content greater than .08. He 
was released at 3 a.m. after posting 
10 percent of a $1,000 bond.
At 3:30pm on Wednesday an 
electronic harassment report was 
led at the University Police Depart-
ment. is incident is under inves-
tigation.
BLOT TER
Cannabis complaints reported 
in Stevenson, Carman Halls
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A square beyond compare
By Brad York
Verge Editor
Spring is a season that brings a re-
freshing smell into the air as the trees be-
gin to bud and the winter chills become 
dormant. It is a time for new life to see 
the wonders of Charleston. With new life 
comes new ambitions. New ambitions 
mean new music, and for Charleston that 
means new events. 
A fresh take on the Charleston festival 
scene is exactly what Scott Chaplinski has 
been planning for nearly a year with the 
event Square Fest.
“I started thinking in February that it 
was about time to get it going with every-
thing going on with Celebration, Wood-
chuck Music Festival, there’s finals, there’s 
Easter. I realized it was crunch time to get 
it going,” Chaplinski said.
Square Fest will begin at 2 p.m. Sat-
urday through 1 a.m. Sunday. The event 
will take place on Charleston’s square at 
the bars Mother’s, Friends & Co., Mac’s 
Uptowner and Top of the Roc. The event 
will cost $12 and allow patrons 21 and 
over admittance into any of the bars and 
performances.
Chaplinski said getting the bars in-
volved was the first part of organizing the 
event, and after he explained the potential 
benefits they jumped on board.
“I kind of just threw it out there,” 
Chaplinski said. “They’ve given me good 
ideas, and they appreciate the ideas that I 
have. They’ve been very helpful with ev-
erything I’ve been doing.”
Chaplinski has been wanting to get 
the bars involved with a festival event for 
more than year and said he feels that now 
was the best time to bring it all together.
“We are hoping it brings a lot of busi-
ness to the square,” Chaplinski said. “We 
hope it is going to be a nicer day. It’s a 
good window of a month and a half of 
good weather to show all these people, 
‘Hey there are all these other great bars in 
town, and not just the ones near Lincoln 
(Avenue.).”
Many of the featured acts will be 
Charleston based groups such as Mug-
wump Specific, Andy Van Slyke and Staff 
Blues Band while others such as DJ Illith, 
Poundcake and Ryan Arnold stem from 
locations throughout the state.
“I figure this was a great networking 
opportunity for a lot of bands,” Chaplins-
ki said. “We are pulling in bands from the 
Kankakee area, and some musicians from 
Champaign area. It’s bands that I like, 
and I know that other people (like).” 
Chaplinski said most of them are 
younger bands that have only been play-
ing for a year or two and that many times 
a band that has been playing for four to 
five years need a guarantee that they are 
getting paid. 
“Having never done anything like this 
before I didn’t want to make promises to a 
bunch of people that I can’t fulfill.” Chap-
linski said.
In fact, much of the money for pro-
ducing the event was saved up by Chap-
linski himself. He hopes that the $12 cov-
er is enough to give some of the traveling 
bands money to cover their gas costs and 
without being too high to deter college 
students and community members from 
coming out.
One local musician, Mitch Davis, 
a senior management information sys-
tems major, saod he plans on showing the 
crowd some new tunes to commemorate 
the new event.
“I mainly like to get people dancing, 
but I also play some more chill stuff,” 
Davis said. “I don’t want people to get 
burnt out, so I’ll make new songs before 
the shows. New shows get me motivated 
to make new songs. (Square Fest) is go-
ing to be so new. There’s going to be so 
many different people playing at so many 
different bars. I don’t really know what to 
expect. That’s why I am expecting to play 
in front of a totally new crowd, so I really 
got to try to pump people up.”
With a wide variety of performances 
including blues, rock, jam band, electron-
ic and rap everyone is beginning to de-
velop expectations for the new event and 
Chaplinski is no different.
“I want to be able to be out on the 
square, outside the bars and see people 
having a good time,” Chaplinski said. “I 
want to hear, sort of over-hear, what they 
did like and what they didn’t like. I just 
think there will be a lot of good vibes 
coming. Perfect conditions for me, is 
hearing that people had a great time.”
Brad York can be reached at 581-7942 
or bayork@eiu.edu.
BRAD YORK | ON THE VERGE
Mitch Davis, a senior management information systems major, rehearses new songs and freshens 
up on older material  Wednesday evening in his home as he prepares for today’s Square Fest event. 
Square Fest provides 
stage for new music, 
new bands and 
new surroundings
By Brad York
Verge Editor
Jackson Avenue Coffee 
(J.A.C.) is a location to go blow-
off steam, study for hours on 
end and socialize as the creamy 
fragrance of lattes, cappuccinos 
and hot chocolates stream though 
the air. 
J.A.C., located at 708 Jackson 
Ave., may sound like an unusual 
place for a concert setting, but 
Dan Reible believes it is the 
perfect location for live music 
that has not been offered to 
Charleston in some time.
“In the Charleston area there 
is no place to relax and listen to 
music except for a bar,” Reible 
said. “I’d like a place where people 
can come relax, have a cup of 
coffee, sandwich, bagel and take 
it easy and listen to some good 
acoustic music.”
Reible and his wife Vicki 
are currently shuffling through 
papers in order to become the 
rightful owners of J.A.C. 
Reible moved to Mattoon in 
1984 after serving in the Navy 
and soon became a truck driver, 
traveling the nation with his 
wife.
Reible has played for various 
bands in the past and mentioned 
to his friend, Ryan Dawson and 
the current owner of J.A.C., he 
was looking for a place to host 
weekly concerts on Saturday 
evenings. 
Dawson then asked Reible if 
he ever pictured himself owning a 
café. Reible expressed an interest, 
and soon, Dawson offered to sell 
the business.
Dawson said the Reibles’ have 
been his customers since J.A.C. 
opened nearly eight years ago.
“I planned on going back to 
school this summer to complete a 
degree in teacher’s certification,” 
Dawson said. “We were ready to 
move on to new things. I figured 
it is best not to run anything into 
the ground, so I offered to sell the 
place.”
Dawson has high hopes for 
the future of J.A.C. and feels as 
as though hosting live musicians 
every Saturday night is only the 
beginning of the growth J.A.C. 
will see.
e first Saturday night 
performer will be “Reverend” 
Robert Reynolds Saturday from 8 
to 10 p.m. at J.A.C. 
None of the performances 
will come with a cover cost, 
but instead a hat will be passed 
around around for donations, 
which go entirely to the artist.
Robert Reynolds is a musician 
who plays blues music from the 
‘20s, ‘30s and ’40s, and is glad 
Reible is opening his doors to 
local musicians. 
Reynolds said he has known 
Reible for a while because they 
have been playing music together 
through the years. 
“It is good to play one close to 
home. This is more intimate than 
the festivals and blues bars I’ve 
been playing at lately,” Reynolds 
said. “I play electric when I’m 
with my band, but this show will 
be all acoustic.”
The intimate setting offers a 
place for begging and practiced 
musicians alike. 
Reible wants to show people 
in Charleston music they may 
not have heard before. 
He plans to host various 
artists from various genres each 
weekend.
“I’ve got things booked all the 
way through the end of June,” 
Reible said. “It’s mostly people I 
have heard in the area and a lot 
of local musicians. We are open 
to all different styles. It doesn’t 
matter if I personally like it or 
not. It’s whatever I think our 
customers will like.”
Reible said his customers are 
an eclectic group, and notices 
that he has a lot of high schoolers 
come there every evening. He said 
parents know it is a safe place. 
Reible said he is open to any 
style of music and musicians who 
are interested in performing the 
Saturday night events should 
come out to J.A.C. Open Mic 
Night every Thursday.
These open mic sessions are 
used as auditions of sorts for the 
diverse music Reible hopes to 
incorporate with the Saturday 
night performances.
In addition to the open mic 
night artists, Reible searches 
the Web and various local 
music hot spots in order to find 
performers.
“I’m hoping to get a lot of 
music in here that people haven’t 
experienced before,” Reible said. 
“People may have heard blues, 
but it probably isn’t the old delta 
blues that (Reverend Robert) will 
be playing.”
Brad York can be reached at 
581-7942 or at bayork@eiu.edu.
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“Reverend” Robert Reynolds plays his guitar; He will play acoustic at 8 p.m. on Saturday at Jackson Avenue Coee.  
BRAD YORK | ON THE VERGE
Dan Reible , owner of the Jacksno Avenue Coee enjoys sunse viewing the humbling setting from his newly titled “retirement
bench” at  the J.A.C.
J.A.C. opens doors to all
Cafe begins live 
music event every 
Saturday evening 
PHOTO COURTESY MGM STUDIOS
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By Colleen Kitka
Assistant Verge Editor
e 7th Street Underground will turn 
into a concert venue tonight at 5:30 as the 
Colleges Against Cancer group hosts its sec-
ond Rock it for Relay concert.
e benefit concert will feature the three 
local bands Good Morning Midnight, 
Cured by Fire and Madison’s Avenue, and 
one solo musician, Jenna Jackley. 
Tickets are $5 at the door and can be 
purchased starting at 5 p.m. 
All proceeds go to the Colleges Against 
Cancer’s Relay for Life team, and will ul-
timately be given to the American Cancer 
Society. 
Kyle Swalls, guitarist and vocalist for 
Good Morning Midnight, has witn ssed 
the devastation of cancer first hand. Swalls 
said his grandma is fighting against cancer. 
“It’s a constant struggle dealing with 
it,” Swalls said. “A lot of time the chemo 
won’t be as effective, and they will try a 
new method and stuff. And so just know-
ing the constant struggle makes me want to 
do something like this and raise money for 
an individual who is having the same, who 
is dealing with the same kind of suffering.”
is band along with Cured by Fire is 
playing at Friends & Co. later in the eve-
ning. ey were willing to book two gigs in 
one night to show their support.  
“We feel that playing this gig will al-
low people to see that rock and roll and the 
whole style of it isn’t just about being on 
your own and not really caring about any-
one else,” Logan Richardson, Madison’s Av-
enue lead singer, said. 
“We really do care about the issue of 
breast cancer and cancer in general,” Rich-
ardson continued. “Because some people 
close to us have had it and, luckily, they 
have recovered from it.”  
Many of the bands playing are new to 
Eastern’s campus. Richardson said perform-
ing at the concert would be a  opportunity 
to expose students to a different kind of lo-
cal music. 
Good Morning Midnight is an indie 
and alternative rock band. Beginning near-
ly a year ago and stationed in Marshall, 
the group is fresh to the Charleston music 
scene, but has played in the 7th Street Un-
derground before for a canned food drive. 
Cured by Fire is a Charleston metal 
band. Megan Givens, the conc rt coordi-
nator said the group sounds similar to Me-
tallica or Godsmack and does a good job 
of getting a crowd going. eir influenc-
es come from those bands and others like 
Guns N’ Roses, Motley Crue and Black 
Sabbath. 
Jenna Jackley is a Mattoon High School 
student who plays the guitar and sings. 
“She is just memorizing to watch,” Me-
gan Givens said. “She is in high school, so 
she is still very young, but the caliber of 
voice she has is just amazing.”  
Madison’s Avenue is another young al-
ternative rock band from Charleston that 
has been putting out their own music for 
eight months. e group has played all over 
Charleston, in Hav a and in Centralia, 
but tonight will be one of their first times 
playing on campus. 
Givens, a junior elementary education 
major, said all the bands are hard working 
and were booked because they came recom-
mended by other artists. 
e Colleges Against Cancer has raised 
more than $5,000 through their fall breast 
cancer T-shirt sales and other fundrais-
e s. ey have pledged to raise $8,000, 
and across camp s different groups have 
pledged to raise $70,000 for the American 
Cancer Society. 
Last year, the concert drew a small 
crowd, but Givens is hopi g for more pub-
lic support. 
“What ever little amount can put to-
wards the American Cancer Society will 
help in some way,” Givens said.
Colleen Kitka can be reached at 581-7942 
or crkitka@eiu.edu.
PHOTO COURTESY OF GOOD MORNING MIDNIGHT
Good Morning Midnight band members  Elgin Combs (guitarist), Michael “Woody” Woodring (drummer), Kyle Swalls (vocalist and guitarist) and Chad Barton 
(bass guitarist and vocalist)  volunteered to play tonight at the Rock it for Relay event to help raise money for the American Cancer Society’s Relay for Life. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF JENNA JACKLEY
Jenna Jackley is a Mattoon High School student and will be playing at the 7th Street Underground 
tonight at 5:30 p.m. 
Rockin’ out for a reason
LOCAL BANDS PLAY TO RAISE MONEY FOR RELAY FOR LIFE
PHOTO COURTESY OF WARNER BROS. 
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LEASING FOR FALL 2011
2 BEDROOM HOUSE:  
1022 2ND Street
3 BEDROOM HOUSES:
1206 Gareld 
1210 3rd St 
1036 2nd St
1806 11th St 
4 BEDROOM HOUSES:
315 Polk    
1430 9th St    
1402 9th St    
1606 11th St    
5 BEDROOM HOUSES:
714 4th St
314 Polk 
Brittany Ridge – 2, 3 & 4 bdr 
Townhouses
415 Harrison – 2 & 3 Bdr Apt
1026 Edgar Dr – 2 Bdr Apts.
By Ryan Funk  
Staff Reporter
Mickie Addison, an employee at the 
Health Education Resource Center, 
will be teaching the free class Healthy 
Cooking 101 at 4 p.m. today in Room 
2309 of Klehm Hall.
e class is for students who are in-
terested in learning how to make an 
ethnic cuisine, eating healthy or on 
their last frozen pizza.
Addison will begin the class with 
a presentation on a few dierent cui-
sines including Italian, Chinese and 
Mexican.
“A lot of times we go out to eat for 
such food,” Addison said. “Eating out 
tends to be higher in calories and fat, 
not to mention it usually costs more 
than cooking at home. If we can learn 
to make our favorite foods at home we 
can save money and calories.”
Students who attend the class will be 
making Asian-inspired meatballs and 
stir-fry, which they can eat after.
“This recipe is full of lean protein, 
whole grains and veggies,” she said. 
“Adding vegetables to stir-fries and 
meatballs is a great way to meet the rec-
ommended amount of servings a day 
without feeling like we are eating vege-
tables.”
Today’s class is the second in a four-
week series of cooking classes featuring 
healthy, easy and inexpensive recipes 
that can t into a college budget.
is program combines both lecture 
and hands-on experience in the kitch-
en. Each week will feature a different 
theme. 
To sign up, contact the HERC at 
581-7786 or visit the oce, located at 
the top floor of the Student Services 
building.
Future Healthy Cooking 101 
classes:
-  Monday, Feb. 28: Healthy Vege-
tarian
-  Monday, March 7: Quick and Easy
Ryan Funk can be reached at 
557-0355 or rvfunk@eiu.edu
Healthy Cooking 101 
to offer ethnic foods 
FREE CLASS
By Rachel Rodgers 
Campus Editor
The Ahn Trio concluded its sec-
ond trip to Eastern after performing a 
piece with the Eastern Symphony Or-
chestra Sunday. 
The three sisters of the Ahn Trio, 
Lucia, Maria and Angella Ahn, first 
performed at Eastern in 2009 and 
they have performed in 30 different 
countries. 
e Ahn Trio and the Eastern Sym-
phony Orchestra began the concert 
by performing the first movement 
of  “Hardware Concerto” written by 
composer Kenji Bunch. 
Lucia Ahn, pianist of the group, 
said during the performance that the 
rst movement is just a little sample 
of the concerto, and it is called “Hard-
ware Concerto” because they have a 
lot of additional gear for the piece.
Greg Sainer, a senior communica-
tions studies major, said he really en-
joyed the “Hardware Concerto” be-
cause he has always taken an inter-
est in mixtures of music and that he 
would have liked to hear the rest of 
the concerto.
“I really liked the rst piece because 
of the mixture of orchestra and per-
cussion with electronic and everything 
combined with the Ahn Trio,” Sainer 
said.
Maria Ahn, cellist of the group, 
said they want to come back and per-
form the rest of the movements of the 
“Hardware Concerto” because the 
second and third movements are also 
beautiful. 
“It was really exciting to perform 
with the orchestra because we love this 
community and city and Sergei (Pav-
lov), the conductor, had such amazing 
energy during the performance,” Ma-
ria Ahn said.
After the Ahn Trio performed with 
the Eastern Symphony Orchestra, 
they performed two other pieces, one 
of which was the ending piece of the 
trio’s concert Friday titled “Skyline.”
The Eastern Symphony Orches-
tra ended the concert with the per-
formance of Ludwig van Beethoven’s 
“Sixth Symphony in F Major.” 
Chris Hartz, a junior music edu-
cation major, played the trombone 
in the Eastern Symphony Orchestra, 
and  he said he would practice every 
day for the concert and enjoyed play-
ing the fth movement of Beethoven’s 
Sixth.
“We would have official prac-
tice about three days a week and run 
through certain sections at a time,” 
Hartz said. 
Hartz said the Eastern Symphony 
Orchestra rehearsed the “Hardware 
Concerto” twice with the Ahn Trio.
“It was interesting to see an act 
of three sisters performing like they 
did with our own orchestra and they 
seemed to be really well rehearsed,” 
Sainer said.
Rachel Rodgers can be reached 
at 581-2812 or rjrodgers@eiu.edu. 
Students play Beethoven’s Sixth 
in Eastern Symphony Orchestra 
CONCERT
By The Associated Press
CAIRO — After anti-government 
unrest spread to the Libyan capital 
and protesters seized military bas-
es and weapons Sunday, Moammar 
Gadha’s son went on state television 
to proclaim that his father remained 
in charge with the army’s backing 
and would “ght until the last man, 
the last woman, the last bullet.”
Seif al-Islam Gadhafi, in the re-
gime’s rst comments on the six days 
of demonstrations, warned the pro-
testers that they risked igniting a civil 
war in which Libya’s oil wealth “will 
be burned.”
e speech followed a erce crack-
down by security forces who red on 
thousands of demonstrators and fu-
neral marchers in the eastern city of 
Benghazi in a bloody cycle of vio-
lence that killed 60 people on Sun-
day alone, according to a doctor in 
one city hospital. Since the six days 
of unrest began, more than 200 
people have been killed, according 
to medical officials, human rights 
groups and exiled dissidents.
Lybia’s response has been the 
harshest of any Arab country that 
has been wracked by the protests 
that toppled long-serving leaders in 
neighboring Tunisia and Egypt. But 
Gadhafi’s son said his father would 
prevail.
“We are not Tunisia and Egypt,” 
he said. “Moammar Gadhafi, our 
leader, is leading the battle in Tripoli, 
and we are with him.
“The armed forces are with him. 
Tens of thousands are heading here 
to be with him. We will fight un-
til the last man, the last woman, the 
last bullet,” he said in a rambling and 
sometimes confused speech of nearly 
40 minutes.
Although the elder Gadhafi did 
not appear, his son has often been 
put forward as the regime’s face of re-
form.
Western countries have expressed 
concern at the rising violence against 
demonstrators in Libya. British For-
eign Secretary William Hague said he 
spoke to Seif al-Islam by phone and 
told him that the country must em-
bark on “dialogue and implement re-
forms,” the Foreign Oce said.
In his speech, the younger Gadha 
conceded the army made some mis-
takes during the protests because the 
troops were not trained to deal with 
demonstrators, but he added that the 
number of dead had been exaggerat-
ed, giving a death toll of 84.
He offered to put forward re-
forms within days that he described 
as a “historic national initiative” and 
said the regime was willing to remove 
some restrictions and begin discus-
sions for a constitution. He offered 
to change a number of laws, includ-
ing those covering the media and the 
penal code.
Dressed in a dark business suit and 
tie, Seif al-Islam wagged his finger 
frequently as he delivered his warn-
ings. He said that if protests contin-
ued, Libya would slide back to “co-
lonial” rule. “You will get Americans 
and European eets coming your way 
and they will occupy you.
He threatened to “eradicate the 
pockets of sedition” and said the 
army will play a main role in restor-
ing order.
Protesters had seized some mili-
tary bases, tanks and other weapons, 
he said, blaming Islamists, the media, 
thugs, drunks and drug abusers, for-
eigners — including Egyptians and 
Tunisians.
He also admitted that the unrest 
had spread to Tripoli, with people r-
ing in central Green Square before 
eeing.
e rebellion by Libyans frustrat-
ed with Gadha’s more than 40 years 
of authoritarian rule has spread to 
more than a half-dozen eastern cities 
— but also to Tripoli, where secret 
police were heavily deployed on the 
streets of the city of 2 million.
Armed security forces were seen on 
rooftops surrounding central Green 
Square, a witness said by telephone, 
speaking on condition of anonymity 
for fear of reprisal. e witness add-
ed that a group of about 200 lawyers 
and judges were protesting inside a 
Tripoli courthouse, which was also 
surrounded by security forces.
An exiled opposition leader in 
Cairo said hundreds of protesters 
were near the Bab al-Aziziya military 
camp where Gadha lives on Tripo-
li’s outskirts of Tripoli. Faiz Jibril said 
his contacts inside Libya were also re-
porting that hundreds of protesters 
had gathered in another downtown 
plaza, Martyrs Square.
In other setbacks for Gadha’s re-
gime, a major tribe in Libya was re-
ported to have turned against him 
and Libya’s representative to the Arab 
League said he resigned his post to 
protest the government’s decision 
to fire on defiant demonstrators in 
Benghazi, the second-largest city.
Khaled Abu Bakr, a resident of 
Sabratha, an ancient Roman city 
to the west, said protesters besieged 
the local security headquarters, driv-
ing out police and setting it on re. 
Abu Bakr said residents are in charge, 
have set up neighborhood commit-
tees to secure their city.
e Internet has been largely shut 
down, residents can no longer make 
international calls from land lines 
and journalists cannot work freely, 
but eyewitness reports trickling out 
of the country suggested that protest-
ers were ghting back more forceful-
ly against the Middle East’s longest-
serving leader.
“We are not afraid. We won’t turn 
back,” said a teacher who identied 
herself only as Omneya. She said she 
was marching at the end of the fu-
neral procession on a highway beside 
the Mediterranean and heard gun-
re from two kilometers (just over a 
mile) away.
Gadhafi's son warns of civil war in Libya 
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POTHOLES, from page 1
TUITION, from page 1
e fan bus will be on a rst come-
rst serve basis.
 “(e only) deal breaker would be 
students having to miss two days of 
school,” she said.
Murphy said that while missing 
school is never ideal there is nothing 
she could do about it. 
Murphy will announce what time 
students will leave campus at a later 
date.
Murphy said she wants the bus to 
leave early enough to have enough 
seats for everyone attending the game 
from Eastern.
Kendall Jackson, a junior family 
consumer science major, has taken a 
fan bus to Nashville before.
“Personally for me it was a good 
experience,” Jackson said during the 
Student Senate’s meeting Wednesday. 
“We are always talking about raising 
our school spirit. is is a great way 
to do it.”
Nike Ogunbodede can be 
reached at 581-2812 or 
ovogunbodede@eiu.edu.
NASHVILLE, from page 1
He explained that future incoming 
tuition is dicult to predict.
“Dierent students have dierent tu-
ition rates,” said Weber, “It’s based on 
year, or if they are a grad student. Some 
students have tuition waivers.”
Weber said that because of this un-
certainty the university creates several 
models predicting incoming funds and 
how much money the university can 
earn from raising dierent tuition rates.
“We try and budget conservatively,” 
Weber said, “When there is excess, the 
technical term is squish.”
Weber also said that whatever squish 
is not used for the university’s decit is 
used for funding reserves such as the 
athletic reserve.
“is year the squish is miniscule,” 
Weber said.
Lord also discussed international stu-
dents during the meeting. He said that 
this year there has been a signicant in-
crease in international students with 
152 enrolled at Eastern this fall. ere 
has only been one year before of great-
er enrollment of international students, 
Lord said.
e members of the council also dis-
cussed the alumni website which re-
cently went online. e website is di-
vided by categories such as entertain-
ment, media, health, science, sports and 
business.
A committee was also created to help 
reevaluate the CUPB bylaws.
Seth Schroeder can be reached 
at 581-2812 or 
scschroeder2@eiu.edu.
NATION
If a student wishes to report a pot-
hole, they should call or e-mail Combs 
at the Charleston Public Works.
Once a pothole is reported, the city 
will fix the hole within two business 
days. 
ough, Combs said the crew has 
tried to take the initiative in nding all 
the potholes themselves. 
Combs said his crew is focusing on 
the streets with the most trac rst.
He said alleys and secondary streets 
will be xed, but only after the main 
streets are repaired.
“We will get to the alleys and sec-
ondary streets,” Combs said.
When Combs crew xes a pothole 
they will patch up the hole, but the re-
pair is only temporary.
Combs said the pothole will be 
xed faster once the ground is dry.
Combs said the city budget was 
prepared for repairing streets after the 
winter storms, but not for the damag-
es that were caused by the severe win-
ter storms.
Elizabeth Edwards can be 
reached at 581-2812 or 
eaedwards@eiu.edu.
By The Associated Press
AUSTIN, Texas — Texas is pre-
paring to give college students and 
professors the right to carry guns 
on campus, adding momentum to a 
national campaign to open this part 
of society to firearms.
More than half the members of 
the Texas House have signed on 
as co-authors of a measure direct-
ing universities to allow concealed 
handguns. The Senate passed a sim-
ilar bill in 2009 and is expected to 
do so again. Republican Gov. Rick 
Perry, who sometimes packs a pistol 
when he jogs, has said he's in favor 
of the idea.
Texas has become a prime bat-
tleground for the issue because of 
its gun culture and its size, with 38 
public universities and more than 
500,000 students. It would become 
the second state, following Utah, to 
pass such a broad-based law. Colo-
rado gives colleges the option and 
several have allowed handguns.
Supporters of the legislation ar-
gue that gun violence on campuses, 
such as the mass shootings at Vir-
ginia Tech in 2007 and Northern Il-
linois in 2008, show that the best 
defense against a gunman is stu-
dents who can shoot back.
"It's strictly a matter of self-de-
fense," said state Sen. Jeff Went-
worth, R-San Antonio. "I don't ever 
want to see repeated on a Texas col-
lege campus what happened at Vir-
ginia Tech, where some deranged, 
suicidal madman goes into a build-
ing and is able to pick off totally 
defenseless kids like sitting ducks."
Until the Virginia Tech incident, 
the worst college shooting in U.S. 
history occurred at the University of 
Texas, when sniper Charles Whit-
man went to the top of the admin-
istration tower in 1966 and killed 
16 people and wounded dozens. 
Last September, a University of Tex-
as student fired several shots from 
an assault rifle before killing him-
self.
Texas poised to 
pass bill allowing 
guns on campus 
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ACROSS
 1 Plaster backing
 5 Bigger than big
10 Wonderment
13 ___ spades 
(highest card in a 
deck)
15 Fully extended, 
as a ballerina
16 San FranciscoÕs 
___ Hill
17 ÒS.N.L.Ó alum 
who co-starred in 
ÒThree Amigos!Ó
19 Gun enthusiastÕs 
org.
20 Cheep eats?
21 Spacious
23 Westernmost of 
the Aleutians
24 One of two on a 
basketball team
26 His ÒDance 
With My FatherÓ 
won the 2003 
Grammy for 
Song of the Year
31 Songs
32 Boxers 
Muhammad and 
Laila
33 Record co. that 
bought Motown 
in 1988
34 Social reformer 
Jacob
35 Take it easy
37 Thailand, once
38 Sense of self
39 Heirs, but not 
heiresses
40 Actress Irene
41 Traveling show 
of the 1970s 
and 2000s that 
originated in 
Cairo
45 Old geezers
46 ___ Piggy
47 Madrid museum
49 Winter headgear
53 ÒNow is the 
winter of ___ 
discontent ÉÓ
54 TheyÕre in la-la 
land
57 Like 1, 3, 5, 7, 
etc.
58 Permanently, as 
writing
59 Fruit that makes 
you pucker
60 ÒFor ___ a jolly 
good fellowÓ
61 Names hidden 
in Hirschfeld 
sketches
62 Beaver 
constructions
DOWN
 1 Baby sheep
 2 Berry touted as a 
superfood
 3 Guam or the 
U.S. Virgin Isls.
 4 Sexy movie 
companions, 
maybe
 5 Spoil, as milk
 6 How many TV 
shows are now 
shown
 7 From ___ Z
 8 NeitherÕs partner
 9 Groups of four
10 Latin words 
before a year
11 Fish bait
12 Cyberauction site
14 Bottles of liquor
18 Post-it, e.g.
22 Canadian-born 
hockey great
24 Grand party
25 Computer 
operating system 
developed at Bell 
Labs
26 MarioÕs video 
game brother
27 Things in the 
wallets of many 
laborers
28 SibeliusÕs Ò___ 
TristeÓ
29 Barely sufficient
30 Identical
31 Voyage with 
Captain Kirk
35 Easy win
36 TolkienÕs tree 
beings
37 Embodied
39 Substituted (for)
40 Gloomy
42 Odin or Osiris
43 Pirate map 
features
44 Put on the payroll
47 Winnie-the-___
48 Disrespectful
49 ___ St. Vincent 
Millay
50 Disaster relief org.
51 Partner of ÒtoÓ on 
a gift tag
52 Nine-digit govt. 
IDs
55 ÒGimme ___!Ó 
(start of a cheer 
at Iowa)
56 YangÕs go-with
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
PUZZLE BY ELIZABETH C. GORSKI
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a credit card, 1-800-
814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday crosswords from the last 
50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit nytimes.com/
mobilexword for more information.
Online subscriptions: TodayÕs puzzle and more than 2,000 past puzzles, nytimes.
com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay. 
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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Edited by Will Shortz No. 0117
Charleston Elks banquet and function 
facilities available. 217-549-9871.
___________________________ 00
Great summer job, great pay, life-
guards, all chicago suburbs, no experi-
ence/will train and certify, look for an 
application on our web sit www.pool-
guards.com, 630-692-1500 x 103 
work@spmspools.com
__________________________3/11
Bartending $300/day potential.  No ex-
perience necessary.  Training available. 
800-965-6520 x. 239.
___________________________5/3
Roommate needed for 3 BR house. 
Close to Campus.  Spring 2011.  217-
549-5402
___________________________ 00
Roommate needed for fall to live at 
brand new www.BrooklynHeightsEIU.
com Beautiful, spacious 2 BR/2 BA apts. 
217-345-5515
___________________________ 00
Nice 3,4, and 6 bedroom houses, 2 bath, 
D/W, Parking, Close to campus. 520-990-
7732
____________________________2/22
NEW 5 BD 5 BATH. 1705 12th St. Tons of 
Space and Very Nice! $375 each 217-345-
6100 www.jensenrentals.com
____________________________2/24
2 unit duplex. 11th St. Available Fall 2011. 
2 BR/unit, $500 each unit. Call Kevin @ 
847-951-0068
____________________________2/25
Student housing. 1513 2nd St. Available 
Fall 2011. Close to campus. 7 BR, 2 Bath 
$280/room. Call Kevin @ 847-951-0068
____________________________2/25
Student housing. 956 Division. Available 
Fall 2011. Newly renovated. 7 BR, 3 Bath. 
$265/room. Call Kevin @ 847-951-0068
____________________________2/25
Student housing. 200 Monroe. Available 
Fall 2011. 6 BR, 3 Bath. $170/room. Call 
Kevin @ 847-951-0068
____________________________2/25
4 Bedroom house, big porch, basement, 
W/D, dishwasher, central air, good loca-
tion 217-345-6967
___________________________  2/25
GREAT LOCATIONS ON 10th STREET: 4 
bedroom house, 2 and 3 bedroom apart-
ments. $275 per student. Available Fall 
2011. Call Darin @ 549-5296
___________________________  2/25
Get ready for spring break, body waxing 
at you look marvelous. 348-8179
___________________________  2/25
$300-$325 a month for 1 and 2 bedroom 
apartments.  Gas, water, trash included. 
Close to campus.  10 or 12 month leases 
available.  Call 345-9422
____________________________2/25
1, 2, 3, & 5 BDRM: Great Prices!  Trash, wa-
ter included.  Lv. Message 348-7698, 345-
3919
____________________________2/28
2-3 BR houses convenient to EIU, $350/
person. washer/dryer, a/c, www.wood-
rentals.com, 345-4489, Jim Wood, Realtor
____________________________2/28
Have your own place. www.woodrentals.
com, 345-4489, Jim Wood, Realtor
____________________________2/28
2BR apt 1/2 block to Lantz includes cable, 
Internet @ $325/person. www.woodren-
tals.com, 345-4489, Jim Wood, Realtor
____________________________2/28
1 person apt. includes cable, Internet, wa-
ter, trash @ $440/month. www.woodren-
tals.com, 345-4489, Jim Wood, Realtor
____________________________2/28
Short Term Leases Available @ The Atri-
um. 3 BR-$375 per person. Call today to 
schedule your apartment showing 345-
5022. www.unique-properties.net
____________________________2/28
Apartments available for 1,2,3 & 4 people. 
Close to campus, awesome floor plans & 
great rates!! Call today 345-5022. Check 
out our website @ www.unique-proper-
ties.net
____________________________2/28
South Campus Suites New 2BR/2BA 
apartments as well as 2 BR townhouses 
available for Fall 2011. Great Location, 
Awesome Pricing! Call today 345-5022 
www.unique-properties.net
____________________________2/28
4 Bedroom, 2 1/2 bath at Brittany Ridge 
available August 1st $ 275/person.call or 
text Zeb 217-254-2774
_____________________________3/3
3 Bedroom house at 1038 9th St. Avail-
able Fall 2011. Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher, 
Trash, and Lawn care provided. $300 per 
student. 217-690-4976.
_____________________________3/4
Fall: 2011- Affordable-Large, Beautiful 
and Spacious 1 and 2 BR Unfurnished 
Apts. On the Square over Z's Music. Trash 
and Water Incl.-Low Utilities- All New Ap-
pliances-Laundry On-Site-Apply 345-
2616
_____________________________3/4
5 BR HOUSE AT 2002 12th AVAIL FALL 
2011. LAWN & TRASH INCLUDED. CALL 
217-345-6210 OR VIEW AT EIPROPS.COM
_____________________________3/7
3 BD HOUSE ON 12th WATER, TRASH, 
LAWN CARE INC. 345-3210 WWW.
EIPROPS.COM
_____________________________3/7
3 BD APT WEST OF REC AI PRICES $450 
345-3210 WWW.EIPROPS.COM
_____________________________3/7
4BR 2 BA house at 1838 11th- W/D and 
sun porch only 1 1/2 blocks to Buzzard, no 
pets. 217-345-9595 gbadgerrentals.com
_____________________________3/9
LOWER RENT 2011-2012!  1812 9th  WA-
TER BONUS, 1, 2, 4 BEDROOM AVAIL-
ABLE/ 3-4 BEDROOM CURRENTLY AVAIL-
ABLE.  549-4011/348-0673 www.sammy-
rentals.com
_____________________________ 00
 Available March 1st, 2 Bedroom apart-
ment, $480. 345-1266
_____________________________ 00  
Apex Property Management:  LEASING 
FOR FALL 2011, 2, 3, 4, 5 bedroom hous-
es/apartments.  Most locations pet friend-
ly/within walking distance to campus! 
217-345-3754
_____________________________ 00 
Apex Property Management: Now rent-
ing for Fall 2011! Please call 217-345-3754.
_____________________________ 00
NEW 5 BD 5 BATH. 1705 12th St. Tons of 
Space and Very Nice! $375 each 217-345-
6100 www.jensenrentals.com
_____________________________ 00
2 BD GREAT PLACE! GREAT SPACE! 2007 
11th St. $350 each. 217-345-6100 www.
jensenrentals.com
_____________________________ 00
4 BD, 2 BATH. 1140 Edger Dr. Furnished 
$350 or Unfurnished $325 each. Nice, 
Large and New! 217-345-6100 www.
jbapartments.com
_____________________________ 00
Efficiency apartment near campus!  $325 
per month, utilities included.  No pets, no 
smoking.  345-3232 days.
_____________________________ 00
1 block from The Paw. 10 month lease 3 
BR, porch, fire pit, W/D. 348-7872
_____________________________ 00
HOUSE FOR 2011-2012: ON 2ND STREET, 
NEAR LANTZ, 8 BEDROOMS, 3 BATHS, CA, 
DW, W/D, 6-8 PEOPLE, NO PETS, 345-
3148.
_____________________________ 00
Fall 2011: Very nice townhouses, less than 
3 blocks from Old Main.  Each unit has 
W/D.  Call 217-493-7559 or www.myei-
uhome.com
_____________________________ 00
Brittney Ridge Townhouse. 3-5 people 
2011-2012 school year. 3 bedroom, 2 1/2 
bath, washer/drye, dishwasher, walking 
distance to EIU. Free trash, parking, low 
utilities $750/month total. call 217-508-
8035
_____________________________  00
VILLAGE RENTALS 2011-2012 4 BR house 
on 2nd St. With washer/dryer. 1 and 2 BR 
apts. includes water and trash-pu. Close 
to campus and pet friendly. call 217-345-
2516 for appt.
_____________________________  00
4 Bedroom house.  2 blocks from campus. 
Study Area in each bedroom.  Living 
room and bonus room.   Washer/Dryer. 
1811 11th Street.  217-821-1970
_____________________________ 00
3 bed, 2 bath house for 2011-2012. 1710 
11th street. W/D, pets possible. off street 
parking. 273-2507
_____________________________ 00
FALL HOUSING 2011: LARGE 1 BR APART-
MENTS AVAILABLE AT BUCHANAN ST. 
APTS 345-1266
_____________________________ 00
Cute 2 bedroom house near campus, re-
cently remodeled.  No smoking.  No pets. 
$630 a month.  Phone 345-3232 days.
_____________________________ 00
6 Bedroom, 2 Bath, A/C, washer & dryer. 1 
block to Lantz Gym, 1521 2nd St.  RE-
DUCED TO $325 EACH. 345-3273
_____________________________ 00
2 bedroom, A/C, washer & dryer. 1609 
12th St. REDUCED TO $325 EACH. 345-
3273
_____________________________ 00
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, central air, dish-
washer, 2 car garage, washer and dryer, 
$250 per bedroom, 10 month lease. 273-
1395
_____________________________ 00
2 bedroom, furnished apartment. Water 
and trash included. $270 a month. 10 or 
12 month lease. 217-549-1957
_____________________________ 00
Super nice house for 5 or 6. W/D, dish-
washer, air conditioning. Very close to 
campus. 1523 3rd. $300/person. 10 
month lease. 345-5048
_____________________________ 00
4, 5 or 6 bedroom house, close to campus. 
345-6533
_____________________________ 00
Summer/Fall - Deluxe 1 BR Apts. Stove, re-
frigerator, microwave, dishwasher, wash-
er/dryer. Trash pd. 1306 & 1308 Arthur 
Ave, 117 W Polk & 905 A St. Ph 217-348-
7746 www.CharlestonIlApts.com
_____________________________ 00
Fall 2011 - 4 BR, 2 bath, stove, refrigerator, 
microwave, dishwasher, washer/dryer. 
Trash pd. 1520 9th St. Ph 217-348-7746 
www.CharlestonIlApts.com
_____________________________ 00
Fall - 2 BR Apts. stove refrigerator, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garage. Water & trash 
pd. 955 4th Street. Ph 217-348-7746 
www.CharlestonIlApts.com
_____________________________ 00
Summer/Fall - 2 BR Apts. Stove, refrigera-
tor, microwave. Trash pd. 2001 S 12th St. 
& 1305 18th St. Ph 217-348-7746 www.
CharlestonIlApts.com
_____________________________ 00
Nice 3 BR house close to campus, C/A, 
W/D, nice yard, no pets, 10-12 mo lease. 
Available 2011-2012, $350 per mo per 
person. 217-549-5402
_____________________________ 00
Nice large 4 BR on Polk, C/A, W/D, large 
front porch, no pets. Available 2011-2012, 
$300 per mo per person. 217-549-5402
_____________________________ 00
5 bedroom, student house available for 
Fall 2011. 1031 7th Street. Central air, 
washer/dryer, 2 bath. No Pets. $325/each. 
345-7286 www.jwilliamsrentals.com
_____________________________ 00
3 & 4 BR APTS. FULLY FURNISHED  Ex-
tremely close to campus!  $100 off 1st 
month's rent.  Call 217-254-0754
_____________________________ 00
Now renting for Fall 2011, 6 bedroom 
house, 4 bedroom house.  Walking dis-
tance to campus.  Call 345-2467
_____________________________ 00
AWESOME LARGE ONE BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT. All inclusive, close 
to campus. Pet friendly. $595 for one per-
son. Call or text 217-273-2048
_____________________________ 00
EXTRA LARGE TWO BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT, all inclusive, close 
to campus. Pet friendly. $100 off first 
month's rent. $395 per student. Call of 
text 217-273-2048
_____________________________ 00
1 1/2 BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON 
6TH STREET 3 bedroom house.  www.
ppwrentals.com  348-8249.
_____________________________ 00
www.ppwrentals.com
_____________________________ 00
Beautiful 2 BR 2 BA fully furnished luxury 
apts available for 2011-12. W/D, large bal-
cony, free tanning, fitness room, hot tub & 
rec rooms! Use financial aid to pay rent! 
217-345-5515 www.MelroseOnFourth.
com & www.BrooklynHeightsEIU.com
_____________________________ 00
3 bedroom apts and New one bedroom 
apts available Aug 2011. Great locations. 
www.ppwrentals.com 348-8249
_____________________________ 00
*LYNN RO APARTMENTS* 348-1479. 1, 2, & 
3 BR, $480 TO $795.  www.tricountymg.
com
_____________________________ 00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS *348-1479. 2 BR 
with study or 3 BR/1.5 Bath ONLY $795/
mo. www.tricountymg.com
_____________________________ 00
PARK PLACE APTS. ***348-1479. 1, 2, 3 
Bedrooms.  Sizes & Prices to fit your bud-
get.  www.tricountymg.com
_____________________________ 00
FALL 2011 2 & 3 BDRM APTS. LOWEST 
RATES! 1521 1ST ST. 10 MONTH LEASE. 
345-5048
_____________________________ 00
 5 BR house, large living room, 2 1/2 bath, 
laundry room, fully furnished, large back-
yard. North of Greek Court on 11th St. 
$325. Grant View Apartments. 217-345-
3353
_____________________________ 00
Now renting for Fall 2011, 6 & 4 bedroom 
houses. W/in walking distance to campus. 
Call 345-2467
_____________________________ 00
FOR FALL 2011: VERY NICE 2, 3 BEDROOM 
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES, AND APART-
MENTS.  ALL EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL US AT 
217-493-7559 or   www.myeiuhome.com
_____________________________ 00
NOW LEASING 1, 2, 3, and 4 bedroom 
houses! Enjoy FREE tanning beds, a fitness 
center and game room, fully furnished 
duplexes and homes with up to 1600 sq. 
ft. FREE cable, FREE water, FREE internet, 
and FREE trash! Our residents love the full 
size washer and dryer, dishwasher and 
the queen size beds that each home 
comes with. It's your choice... 6, 10, or 12 
month individual leases! We offer room-
mate matching and a shuttle service to 
campus. PETS WELCOME!!! Call us today 
at 345-1400 or visit our website at www.
universityvillagehousing.com
_____________________________ 00
PETS WELCOME! 1, 2, 3, AND 4 bedroom 
duplexes. Cable, Internet, and Water in-
cluded. Call 345-1400
_____________________________ 00
First semester 2 and 3 bedroom apart-
ments available. call Lincoln Wood Pine 
Tree apartments 345-6000 or email 
lincpineapt@consolidated.net
_____________________________  00 
Stop by or call Lincolnwood-Pinetree 
Apartments for your Studio 1, 2, and 3 
bedroom apartments.  Rent you can af-
ford and you can walk to campus!  Call 
345-6000 or stop by 2219 9th Street #17 
or email us at:  lincpineapts@consolidat-
ed.net
_____________________________ 00
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS: 1, 2, &, 3 
BEDROOMS. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCA-
TIONS TO CHOOSE FROM. 345-6533
_____________________________ 00
FALL 11-12: 1, 2 & 3 BR. APTS. WATER & 
TRASH INCLUDED. PLENTY OF OFF-
STREET  PARKING. BUCHANAN ST. APTS. 
CALL 345-1266.
_____________________________ 00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash and parking 
included. Great location. Call 217-345-
2363. 
______________________________ 00
Renting Fall 2011.  2, 3 and 4 bedroom 
units W/D and trash included. www.lit-
tekenrentails.com. (217)276-6867.
___________________________ 00
Fall 2011-1 bedroom apartments close to 
EIU. Price range $325 to 525 for singles. 
No pets. 345-7286 Check our website 
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
_____________________________ 00
Fall 2011- 2 bedroom apartments close to 
EIU Price range $250 - $350 per person for 
2. No pets. 345-7286 Check our website 
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
___________________________ 00
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IMPRESSIONS, from page 12
In the last seven games, Crunk is 
averaging 8.3 points per game, top-
ping her career-high twice – rst 16 
points, then 17. Junior forward Hill-
ary Held is averaging 3.6 points per 
game in the last seven as the Panthers’ 
first post-player off of the bench. 
Freshman guard Jessica Parker is only 
averaging 1.9 points per game, but is 
playing good minutes (an average of 
11.9 per game). 
e fourth impression the team has 
left on us is they are the hottest team 
in the Ohio Valley Conference right 
now, and they have already played in 
a championship-caliber game.
ursday’s overtime thriller against 
Tennessee-Martin is a testament of 
that. Sallee said before Thursday’s 
game, his team and the Skyhawks 
were the two hottest in the confer-
ence. Eastern maintained that title 
with the win. Plus, no team has a lon-
ger win streak right now than Eastern.
e fth and nal impression the 
team has left us with is they are a 
team that just plain, old and simply 
wants to win. ey wont accept any-
thing else.
Eastern has players right now that 
Sallee says are “putting it on the line 
for each other.” 
Just look them in the eye or talk to 
them and you will pick up on that. 
You can see an uncanny will to win in 
everyone’s eyes. is might be the best 
impression we are left with as they hit 
the road for the rest of the season, in-
cluding Nashville.
Yes, there is always something to 
improve on, but right now the im-
pressions the women’s basketball team 
has left us with are all good and no 
bad. 
Alex McNamee can be reached 
at 581-7944 
or admcnamee@eiu.edu.
SNAPS, from page 12
This performance should give the 
Panthers some much needed confi-
dence as they head into the most im-
portant part of the schedule this season. 
At 4-11 in the Ohio Valley Confer-
ence, Eastern is currently ninth in the 
standings, which puts them out of the 
conference tournament. e Panthers 
need to win their next two games on 
the road against Austin Peay and Ten-
nessee State. ey also need the Uni-
versity of Tennessee-Martin to lose 
their next two OVC games as Martin 
currently holds the series tie-breaker 
against Eastern. 
The Panthers return to action 
Feb.24 at Austin Peay for a critical 
OVC match-up that could potential-
ly cost the team a tournament birth. 
Rob Mortell can be reached at 
581-7944 or rdmortell@eiu.edu.
By The Associated Press
CHICAGO — Chicago Black-
hawks coach Joel Quenneville was 
released from the hospital after being 
treated for gastrointestinal bleeding 
brought on by a small ulcer.
He is  rest ing comfortably at 
home and a full recovery is expect-
ed, team physician Dr. Michael Ter-
ry said in a statement Saturday. It 
is not clear when the 52-year-old 
coach will return. The Blackhawks’ 
next game is Sunday against Pitts-
burgh. Assistant Mike Haviland has 
been coaching the team.
Quenneville, who coached the 
Blackhawks to the Stanley Cup 
championship last  season,  has 
missed two games s ince being 
hospitalized Wednesday. He be-
gan experiencing discomfort Tues-
day night at his suburban Chica-
go home and went to the emergen-
cy room.
Quenneville’s health presents 
another obstacle for a team try-
ing to make the playoffs after sala-
ry-cap issues forced the Blackhawks 
to make big changes in the offsea-
son. They kept such top players as 
Patrick Kane, Jonathan Toews and 
Marian Hossa but have been unable 
to sustain any kind of run.
Chicago got a much-needed win 
over Minnesota on Wednesday after 
dropping six of eight but fell 4-3 to 
Columbus two nights later.
Quennevil le is  125-66-25 in 
three seasons with the Blackhawks. 
He ranks 10th in NHL history with 
563 regular-season wins and is one 
of only two men to coach at least 
1,000 games and play 800 in the 
league.
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Federally 
mediated negotiations toward a new 
NFL labor deal lasted about eight 
hours Sunday, the third consecutive 
day the league and its players’ union 
met to try to find common ground 
before the current contract expires.
NFL Players Association executive 
director DeMaurice Smith didn’t stop 
for questions as he left the Washing-
ton office of the Federal Mediation 
and Conciliation Service, a U.S. gov-
ernment agency, shortly after 6 p.m. 
He and NFL Commissioner Rog-
er Goodell arrived within minutes of 
each other, shortly before 10 a.m.
Sunday was the third consecutive 
— and, so far, longest — day of face-
to-face communication after months 
of slow and sometimes contentious 
bargaining. e sides have met for a 
total of more than 20 hours since Fri-
day in front of George Cohen, di-
rector of the Federal Mediation and 
Conciliation Service.
Because both sides agreed to Co-
hen’s request that they not comment 
publicly on these negotiations, it’s 
not clear what, if any, progress is be-
ing made.
“You know we’re not going to give 
you any information,” NFL outside 
lawyer Bob Batterman said as he left 
with three league executives. “I can’t 
say anything, other than the fact that 
we are meeting.”
Batterman, who represented the 
NHL when it lost its entire 2004-05 
season to a lockout, then referred to 
Cohen as a “rst-class mediator.”
e NFL’s labor deal expires at the 
end of the day March 3. The union 
has said it believes team owners want 
to lock out the players as soon as the 
next day, which could threaten the 
2011 season.
On his way into the talks Sunday 
morning, Je Pash, the NFL’s gener-
al counsel and lead labor negotiator 
said: “We are working hard, and we’re 
following the director’s playbook, and 
we’ll see what we come up with.”
Lawyers Jeffrey Kessler and Rich-
ard Berthelsen, current players Tony 
Richardson of the New York Jets and 
Charlie Batch of the Pittsburgh Steel-
ers, and former players Pete Kendall 
and Sean Morey were among those 
representing the union Sunday. ey 
began arriving before 9 a.m.
“Conversation is good,” Richard-
son said when he left.
e sides met for about six hours 
on both Friday and Saturday. Co-
hen announced ursday the groups 
agreed to the mediation, which is not 
binding but is meant as a way to spur 
progress.
The plan calls for several days of 
negotiations with Cohen present. 
e mediation could be seen as a pos-
itive sign after several months of in-
frequent negotiations — and frequent 
rhetoric, including charges from each 
side that the other was hoping for a 
work stoppage.
The league and union went more 
than two months without any for-
mal bargaining until Feb. 5, the day 
before the Super Bowl. e sides met 
again the next week but called off a 
second meeting that had been sched-
uled for the following day.
The most recent CBA was signed 
in 2006, but owners exercised an opt-
out clause in 2008.
The biggest issue separating the 
sides is how to divide about $9 billion 
in annual revenues. Among the oth-
er signicant points in negotiations: 
the owners’ push to expand the regu-
lar season from 16 games to 18 while 
reducing the preseason by two games; 
a rookie wage scale; and benets for 
retired players.
No team owners have been seen 
at the mediated sessions, but they’re 
surely keeping up with what’s hap-
pening — and at least one indicated 
optimism about the 2011 season in a 
roundabout way.
Indianapolis Colts owner Jim Irsay 
tweeted Sunday: “T Minus 351 days 
2 Sup Bowl kicko in Indy...early pre-
dictions 4 participating teams???”
Mediated NFL labor talks done
Blackhawks coach out of hospital
By The Associated Press
DES MOINES, Iowa — Cassy 
Herkelman would have rather wres-
tled Joel Northrup than to become 
by default the first girl to ever win 
a match in Iowa’s state tournament. 
But the 14-year-old said Friday she 
didn’t feel slighted when he refused 
to wrestle her because she was a girl.
Northrup’s decision garnered na-
tional publicity a day earlier, when 
the two were set to meet in a first-
round match. Northrup, a favorite 
to win his 112-pound weight class, 
cited his religious beliefs and said 
he didn’t think it appropriate to en-
gage with a girl in a combat sport 
that could get violent.
“He  had  the  r i ght  to  make 
his own choice, and he made his 
choice,” said Herkelman, one of 
two girls in this year’s tournament. 
“It’s not like he did what he didn’t 
want to do.”
Her father expressed similar sen-
timents shortly after his pony-tailed 
daughter was eliminated follow-
ing losses in two matches Friday. 
Northrup, who moved into the con-
solation bracket after defaulting, 
also was knocked out of the tourna-
ment after a loss.
Bill Herkelman said his family 
held no ill will towards Northrup, 
a home-schooled sophomore who 
compete s  fo r  L inn-Mar  High 
School, or his family.
“That’s their belief, and I praise 
them for sticking to it. This is the 
biggest stage in wrestling in the 
state, I would say, and they stuck to 
their beliefs when it probably tested 
it the most,” he said. “It was proba-
bly a tough pill for him to swallow.”
Despite the media buzz, there 
was little reaction from the 6,000 
spectators at Wells Fargo Arena in 
Des Moines when Herkelman lost 
her first match Friday. Focus was 
divided among the several other 
matches taking place during a tour-
nament that attracts high school 
wrestlers from across Iowa.
Herkelman said it would be a 
“lot more fun and more exciting” 
if girls could wrestle other girls 
in Iowa instead of having to face 
boys. She had a 20-13 record at Ce-
dar Falls High entering the tour-
nament and thinks it would have 
been a close match between her and 
Northrup.
Ottumwa High School sopho-
more Megan Black, the only oth-
er girl to make the tournament in 
its 85-year history, watched both 
of Herkelman’s matches from the 
stands Friday. She was eliminat-
ed Thursday after losing both her 
matches.
“She tried hard, so that’s good,” 
Black said.
Herkelman’s  teammates ,  KC 
Groomes and David Langley, said 
they’ve wrestled girls before with-
out issue and praised Herkelman for 
her demeanor throughout the tour-
nament.
“With all the pressure she had on 
her, I thought she did pretty good. 
She handled it  pretty well  and 
didn’t let it get to her head or any-
thing,” Langley said.
On Thursday, Northrup said he 
respected Herkelman and Black 
but didn’t think he should com-
pete against them. In a statement is-
sued through his school, he said “as 
a matter of conscience and my faith 
I do not believe that it is appro-
priate for a boy to engage a girl in 
this manner. It is unfortunate that 
I have been placed in a situation 
not seen in most other high school 
sports in Iowa.”
Iowa girl respects boy 
who refused to wrestle
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Make your summer really count.
Choose from daytime, evening, weekend and online offerings 
to get the schedule that’s right for you.
Summer 4 May 16–June 11
Summer 6 June 13–July 23
Summer 8 June 13–August 6
Registration for summer sessions begins March 21.
Visit the searchable course schedule at
www.eiu.edu/summer
By Grant Truccano 
Staff Reporter
Sophomore Merritt Whitley is 
no longer undefeated. Whitley was 
handed her first loss this past Fri-
day in Carbondale going against the 
Southern Illinois University Salukis.
Whitley was 3-0 for the season 
before going into the match versus 
the Salukis. Whitley lost her sets 
with scores of 6-3, 6-1.
“I didn’t play as well as I hoped 
to, but we all have off days,” Whit-
ley said.
The Salukis beat the Panthers 
with a score of 6-1.
The only woman to win her 
match was junior Annie Egan and 
she won by default.
All the rest of the women lost 
their singles and doubles matches.
“It felt like it could have gone 
better,” Whitley said. “They are a 
good team.” 
In doubles, the only team that 
kept it close was the team of senior 
Cara Huck and Whitley. The team 
lost 9-8. The other doubles team 
was junior Amanda Dibbs and ju-
nior Shannon Brooks. Brooks and 
Dibbs lost their match with a score 
of 8-4.
“I think we all struggled a little 
bit,” Whitley said. “We should have 
got the doubles point but singles 
hurt us the most.”
For the season, the women over-
all are now 2-2.
Their next match is this Saturday 
against the Illinois State Redbirds.
The only man to win his singles 
match for the men’s tennis team 
is freshman Charlie Dryden. The 
men’s tennis team lost its match 
too, with a score of 6-1.
The Panthers lost to the North-
ern Illinois University Huskies.
In doubles, Dryden with soph-
omore Michael Sperry won their 
match with a score of 9-7.
All the rest of the doubles teams 
lost their matches. 
Last time the Panthers faced the 
Huskies, the Panthers lost to the 
Huskies with a score of 2-5.
For the season the Panthers are 
1-4.
The next two matches for the 
men’s tennis team is this Sunday as 
they will be going up against the 
Marquette University Golden Ea-
gles and following after that, the 
University of Wisconsin at Green 
Bay Phoenix.
Their first match starts at 10 a.m. 
and their next one after that starts 
at 3 p.m.
Grant Truccano can be reached 
at 581-7944 
or gatruccano@eiu.edu. 
Teams lose to in-state rivals
TENNIS
By The Associated Press
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — Trev-
or Bayne nally made a mistake. For-
tunately for him, it didn’t happen un-
til he missed the turn pulling into 
Victory Lane at the Daytona 500.
The youngest driver to win the 
Great American Race gave the his-
toric Wood Brothers team its fifth 
Daytona 500 victory — its rst since 
1976 with David Pearson — and 
Bayne did it in a No. 21 Ford that 
was retrotted to resemble Pearson’s 
famed ride.
In just his second Sprint Cup start, 
the 20-year-old Bayne stunned NAS-
CAR’s biggest names with a thrilling 
overtime win Sunday at Daytona In-
ternational Speedway, holding off 
Carl Edwards after fan favorite Dale 
Earnhardt Jr. crashed in NASCAR’s 
rst attempt at a green-white-check-
ered ag nish.
“Our first 500, are you kidding 
me?” said Bayne, who needed direc-
tions to Victory Lane. “Wow. is is 
unbelievable.”
Unbelievable, indeed.
Just one day after celebrating his 
20th birthday and leaving his teenage 
years behind, the aw-shucks Tennesse-
an who shaves once a week and con-
siders “Rugrats” his favorite TV show 
captured the sport’s biggest race.
When he found himself at the 
front, and victory just two laps away, 
he never thought it would last. Bayne 
was content just to say he had been 
leading at the start of the green-white-
checkered.
“I’m a little bit worried that one of 
them is going to come after me to-
night,” he said. “I’m going to have to 
sleep with one eye open. at’s why 
I said I felt a little undeserving. I’m 
leading, and I’m saying, ‘Who can I 
push?’”
Bayne thought for sure Tony Stew-
art or someone else would attempt to 
pass.
Nobody did.
“We get to turn four, and we were 
still leading the band,” he said. “It 
seemed a little bit too easy there at the 
end.”
e rookie had been great through-
out Speedweeks, even proving his 
mettle by pushing four-time champi-
on Jeff Gordon for most of a quali-
fying race, a performance Bayne said 
convinced the veterans he could be 
trusted on the track.
“I gured they had a chance after 
seeing that boy race in the 150s,” said 
Pearson, who will be inducted into 
the Hall of Fame in May. “I talked to 
him this morning. I told him to keep 
his head straight and not to do any-
thing crazy. I told him to stay relaxed. 
I’m proud of him.”
With the win Bayne breaks Gor-
don’s mark as the youngest winner in 
Daytona 500 history. Gordon was 25 
when he won the 500 in 1997.
“I think it’s very cool. Trevor’s a 
good kid, and I love the Wood Broth-
ers,” Gordon said. “I’m really happy 
for him. And I think it’s great for the 
sport. To have a young talent like that 
— he’s got that spark, you know?”
The victory for NASCAR pio-
neers Leonard and Glen Wood ended 
a 10-year-losing streak and came the 
week of the 10th anniversary of Dale 
Earnhardt’s fatal accident on the last 
lap of the 2001 Daytona 500.
This was only the fourth win in 
the last 20 years for Wood Brothers 
— NASCAR’s oldest team — which 
hasn’t run a full Sprint Cup season 
since 2006 and hit the low point of 
their 61-year-old existence when they 
failed to qualify for the 2008 Dayto-
na 500.
“When you miss a race, like the 
Daytona 500, it’s like somebody 
died,” said Eddie Wood, part of the 
second generation of Woods now 
running the team. “When you walk 
through the garage and you run into 
people you see every week, they don’t 
look at you, they don’t know what to 
say.”
20-year-old Bayne 
wins the Daytona 500
By The Associated Press
C H I C AG O  —  T h e  C h i c a -
go Blackhawks’ top forwards came 
through in regulation, and then again 
in the shootout.
Patrick Sharp and Bryan Bickell 
scored in regulation and Patrick Kane 
had the only goal in the tiebreaker to 
lift Chicago to a 3-2 victory over the 
Pittsburgh Penguins on Sunday.
“We’re skating well, that’s the dif-
ference out there,” Sharp said. “We’re 
moving our feet and coming up with 
a lot of pucks.”
e Blackhawks played their third 
straight game without coach Joel 
Quenneville, who is recovering from 
gastrointestinal bleeding caused by an 
ulcer. Assistant coach Mike Haviland 
was in charge in Quenneville’s absence.
Kane, Sharp and Jonathan Toews, 
who skated together again on Sun-
day as the Blackhawks No. 1 line, had 
Chicago’s best chances througout the 
contest.
“ere’s a lot of skill on that line,” 
Kane said. “We all try and make plays 
and set up dierent chances. All of us 
feel we can be better every game.”
Kane connected in the third round 
of the shootout after Pittsburgh’s 
Marc-Andre Fleury stopped Toews 
and Sharp. Chicago’s Corey Craw-
ford blocked shots by Kris Letang and 
Tyler Kennedy after Pascal Dupuis 
hit the post on the Penguins’ rst at-
tempt.
Crawford had 24 saves for Chica-
go.
Matt Cooke had a short-handed 
score for Pittsburgh, and Brett Ster-
ling red in a rebound from the edge 
of the crease with 3:18 left in the 
third period to tie it at 2-all. Fleu-
ry finished with 29 saves, including 
a point-blank glove save on a shot by 
Chicago’s Michael Frolik.
“We’ve got to be condent we can 
nd a way to pull it out,” Toews said. 
“Tonight we did. You’re going to nd 
mistakes throughout a game, but you 
have to nd a way to win.
e Penguins played without nine 
injured players, including star for-
wards Sidney Crosby and Evgeni Mal-
kin. Crosby hasn’t played since Jan. 5 
due to a concussion and Malkin is re-
covering from knee surgery.
“Our team stayed with it and kept 
going,” Penguins coach Dan Byls-
ma said. “We knew we were going 
to have to battle one out. ... We kept 
playing and we got the (late) goal and 
we’ll take the point.”
In overtime, Pittsburgh center Jor-
dan Staal was hit in the neck by a shot 
by Letang. e team issued no state-
ment on his condition.
Goal lifts Blackhawks past Penguins
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A square beyond compare
By Brad York
Verge Editor
Spring is a season that brings a re-
freshing smell into the air as the trees be-
gin to bud and the winter chills become 
dormant. It is a time for new life to see 
the wonders of Charleston. With new life 
comes new ambitions. New ambitions 
mean new music, and for Charleston that 
means new events. 
A fresh take on the Charleston festival 
scene is exactly what Scott Chaplinski has 
been planning for nearly a year with the 
event Square Fest.
“I started thinking in February that it 
was about time to get it going with every-
thing going on with Celebration, Wood-
chuck Music Festival, there’s finals, there’s 
Easter. I realized it was crunch time to get 
it going,” Chaplinski said.
Square Fest will begin at 2 p.m. Sat-
urday through 1 a.m. Sunday. The event 
will take place on Charleston’s square at 
the bars Mother’s, Friends & Co., Mac’s 
Uptowner and Top of the Roc. The event 
will cost $12 and allow patrons 21 and 
over admittance into any of the bars and 
performances.
Chaplinski said getting the bars in-
volved was the first part of organizing the 
event, and after he explained the potential 
benefits they jumped on board.
“I kind of just threw it out there,” 
Chaplinski said. “They’ve given me good 
ideas, and they appreciate the ideas that I 
have. They’ve been very helpful with ev-
erything I’ve been doing.”
Chaplinski has been wanting to get 
the bars involved with a festival event for 
more than year and said he feels that now 
was the best time to bring it all together.
“We are hoping it brings a lot of busi-
ness to the square,” Chaplinski said. “We 
hope it is going to be a nicer day. It’s a 
good window of a month and a half of 
good weather to show all these people, 
‘Hey there are all these other great bars in 
town, and not just the ones near Lincoln 
(Avenue.).”
Many of the featured acts will be 
Charleston based groups such as Mug-
wump Specific, Andy Van Slyke and Staff 
Blues Band while others such as DJ Illith, 
Poundcake and Ryan Arnold stem from 
locations throughout the state.
“I figure this was a great networking 
opportunity for a lot of bands,” Chaplins-
ki said. “We are pulling in bands from the 
Kankakee area, and some musicians from 
Champaign area. It’s bands that I like, 
and I know that other people (like).” 
Chaplinski said most of them are 
younger bands that have only been play-
ing for a year or two and that many times 
a band that has been playing for four to 
five years need a guarantee that they are 
getting paid. 
“Having never done anything like this 
before I didn’t want to make promises to a 
bunch of people that I can’t fulfill.” Chap-
linski said.
In fact, much of the money for pro-
ducing the event was saved up by Chap-
linski himself. He hopes that the $12 cov-
er is enough to give some of the traveling 
bands money to cover their gas costs and 
without being too high to deter college 
students and community members from 
coming out.
One local musician, Mitch Davis, 
a senior management information sys-
tems major, saod he plans on showing the 
crowd some new tunes to commemorate 
the new event.
“I mainly like to get people dancing, 
but I also play some more chill stuff,” 
Davis said. “I don’t want people to get 
burnt out, so I’ll make new songs before 
the shows. New shows get me motivated 
to make new songs. (Square Fest) is go-
ing to be so new. There’s going to be so 
many different people playing at so many 
different bars. I don’t really know what to 
expect. That’s why I am expecting to play 
in front of a totally new crowd, so I really 
got to try to pump people up.”
With a wide variety of performances 
including blues, rock, jam band, electron-
ic and rap everyone is beginning to de-
velop expectations for the new event and 
Chaplinski is no different.
“I want to be able to be out on the 
square, outside the bars and see people 
having a good time,” Chaplinski said. “I 
want to hear, sort of over-hear, what they 
did like and what they didn’t like. I just 
think there will be a lot of good vibes 
coming. Perfect conditions for me, is 
hearing that people had a great time.”
Brad York can be reached at 581-7942 
or bayork@eiu.edu.
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Mitch Davis, a senior management information systems major, rehearses new songs and freshens 
up on older material  Wednesday evening in his home as he prepares for today’s Square Fest event. 
Square Fest provides 
stage for new music, 
new bands and 
new surroundings
By Brad York
Verge Editor
Jackson Avenue Coffee 
(J.A.C.) is a location to go blow-
off steam, study for hours on 
end and socialize as the creamy 
fragrance of lattes, cappuccinos 
and hot chocolates stream though 
the air. 
J.A.C., located at 708 Jackson 
Ave., may sound like an unusual 
place for a concert setting, but 
Dan Reible believes it is the 
perfect location for live music 
that has not been offered to 
Charleston in some time.
“In the Charleston area there 
is no place to relax and listen to 
music except for a bar,” Reible 
said. “I’d like a place where people 
can come relax, have a cup of 
coffee, sandwich, bagel and take 
it easy and listen to some good 
acoustic music.”
Reible and his wife Vicki 
are currently shuffling through 
papers in order to become the 
rightful owners of J.A.C. 
Reible moved to Mattoon in 
1984 after serving in the Navy 
and soon became a truck driver, 
traveling the nation with his 
wife.
Reible has played for various 
bands in the past and mentioned 
to his friend, Ryan Dawson and 
the current owner of J.A.C., he 
was looking for a place to host 
weekly concerts on Saturday 
evenings. 
Dawson then asked Reible if 
he ever pictured himself owning a 
café. Reible expressed an interest, 
and soon, Dawson offered to sell 
the business.
Dawson said the Reibles’ have 
been his customers since J.A.C. 
opened nearly eight years ago.
“I planned on going back to 
school this summer to complete a 
degree in teacher’s certification,” 
Dawson said. “We were ready to 
move on to new things. I figured 
it is best not to run anything into 
the ground, so I offered to sell the 
place.”
Dawson has high hopes for 
the future of J.A.C. and feels as 
as though hosting live musicians 
every Saturday night is only the 
beginning of the growth J.A.C. 
will see.
e first Saturday night 
performer will be “Reverend” 
Robert Reynolds Saturday from 8 
to 10 p.m. at J.A.C. 
None of the performances 
will come with a cover cost, 
but instead a hat will be passed 
around around for donations, 
which go entirely to the artist.
Robert Reynolds is a musician 
who plays blues music from the 
‘20s, ‘30s and ’40s, and is glad 
Reible is opening his doors to 
local musicians. 
Reynolds said he has known 
Reible for a while because they 
have been playing music together 
through the years. 
“It is good to play one close to 
home. This is more intimate than 
the festivals and blues bars I’ve 
been playing at lately,” Reynolds 
said. “I play electric when I’m 
with my band, but this show will 
be all acoustic.”
The intimate setting offers a 
place for begging and practiced 
musicians alike. 
Reible wants to show people 
in Charleston music they may 
not have heard before. 
He plans to host various 
artists from various genres each 
weekend.
“I’ve got things booked all the 
way through the end of June,” 
Reible said. “It’s mostly people I 
have heard in the area and a lot 
of local musicians. We are open 
to all different styles. It doesn’t 
matter if I personally like it or 
not. It’s whatever I think our 
customers will like.”
Reible said his customers are 
an eclectic group, and notices 
that he has a lot of high schoolers 
come there every evening. He said 
parents know it is a safe place. 
Reible said he is open to any 
style of music and musicians who 
are interested in performing the 
Saturday night events should 
come out to J.A.C. Open Mic 
Night every Thursday.
These open mic sessions are 
used as auditions of sorts for the 
diverse music Reible hopes to 
incorporate with the Saturday 
night performances.
In addition to the open mic 
night artists, Reible searches 
the Web and various local 
music hot spots in order to find 
performers.
“I’m hoping to get a lot of 
music in here that people haven’t 
experienced before,” Reible said. 
“People may have heard blues, 
but it probably isn’t the old delta 
blues that (Reverend Robert) will 
be playing.”
Brad York can be reached at 
581-7942 or at bayork@eiu.edu.
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“Reverend” Robert Reynolds plays his guitar; He will play acoustic at 8 p.m. on Saturday at Jackson Avenue Coee.  
BRAD YORK | ON THE VERGE
Dan Reible , owner of the Jacksno Avenue Coee enjoys sunse viewing the humbling setting from his newly titled “retirement
bench” at  the J.A.C.
J.A.C. opens doors to all
Cafe begins live 
music event every 
Saturday evening 
PHOTO COURTESY MGM STUDIOS
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By Colleen Kitka
Assistant Verge Editor
e 7th Street Underground will turn 
into a concert venue tonight at 5:30 as the 
Colleges Against Cancer group hosts its sec-
ond Rock it for Relay concert.
e benefit concert will feature the three 
local bands Good Morning Midnight, 
Cured by Fire and Madison’s Avenue, and 
one solo musician, Jenna Jackley. 
Tickets are $5 at the door and can be 
purchased starting at 5 p.m. 
All proceeds go to the Colleges Against 
Cancer’s Relay for Life team, and will ul-
timately be given to the American Cancer 
Society. 
Kyle Swalls, guitarist and vocalist for 
Good Morning Midnight, has witnessed 
the devastation of cancer first hand. Swalls 
said his grandma is fighting against cancer. 
“It’s a constant struggle dealing with 
it,” Swalls said. “A lot of time the chemo 
won’t be as effective, and they will try a 
new method and stuff. And so just know-
ing the constant struggle makes me want to 
do something like this and raise money for 
an individual who is having the same, who 
is dealing with the same kind of suffering.”
is band along with Cured by Fire is 
playing at Friends & Co. later in the eve-
ning. ey were willing to book two gigs in 
one night to show their support.  
“We feel that playing this gig will al-
low people to see that rock and roll and the 
whole style of it isn’t just about being on 
your own and not really caring about any-
one else,” Logan Richardson, Madison’s Av-
enue lead singer, said. 
“We really do care about the issue of 
breast cancer and cancer in general,” Rich-
ardson continued. “Because some people 
close to us have had it and, luckily, they 
have recovered from it.”  
Many of the bands playing are new to 
Eastern’s campus. Richardson said perform-
ing at the concert would be an opportunity 
to expose students to a different kind of lo-
cal music. 
Good Morning Midnight is an indie 
and alternative rock band. Beginning near-
ly a year ago and stationed in Marshall, 
the group is fresh to the Charleston music 
scene, but has played in the 7th Street Un-
derground before for a canned food drive. 
Cured by Fire is a Charleston metal 
band. Megan Givens, the concert coordi-
nator said the group sounds similar to Me-
tallica or Godsmack and does a good job 
of getting a crowd going. eir influenc-
es come from those bands and others like 
Guns N’ Roses, Motley Crue and Black 
Sabbath. 
Jenna Jackley is a Mattoon High School 
student who plays the guitar and sings. 
“She is just memorizing to watch,” Me-
gan Givens said. “She is in high school, so 
she is still very young, but the caliber of 
voice she has is just amazing.”  
Madison’s Avenue is another young al-
ternative rock band from Charleston that 
has been putting out their own music for 
eight months. e group has played all over 
Charleston, in Havana and in Centralia, 
but tonight will be one of their first times 
playing on campus. 
Givens, a junior elementary education 
major, said all the bands are hard working 
and were booked because they came recom-
mended by other artists. 
e Colleges Against Cancer has raised 
more than $5,000 through their fall breast 
cancer T-shirt sales and other fundrais-
ers. ey have pledged to raise $8,000, 
and across campus different groups have 
pledged to raise $70,000 for the American 
Cancer Society. 
Last year, the concert drew a small 
crowd, but Givens is hoping for more pub-
lic support. 
“What ever little amount can put to-
wards the American Cancer Society will 
help in some way,” Givens said.
Colleen Kitka can be reached at 581-7942 
or crkitka@eiu.edu.
PHOTO COURTESY OF GOOD MORNING MIDNIGHT
Good Morning Midnight band members  Elgin Combs (guitarist), Michael “Woody” Woodring (drummer), Kyle Swalls (vocalist and guitarist) and Chad Barton 
(bass guitarist and vocalist)  volunteered to play tonight at the Rock it for Relay event to help raise money for the American Cancer Society’s Relay for Life. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF JENNA JACKLEY
Jenna Jackley is a Mattoon High School student and will be playing at the 7th Street Underground 
tonight at 5:30 p.m. 
Rockin’ out for a reason
LOCAL BANDS PLAY TO RAISE MONEY FOR RELAY FOR LIFE
PHOTO COURTESY OF WARNER BROS. 
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By Dominic Renzetti 
Assistant Sports Editor
With the Ohio Valley Confer-
ence Indoor Championships only 
a week away, the Eastern track and 
eld team looked for a nal tune up 
at the Friday Night Special at Lantz 
Fieldhouse. As a team, the Panthers 
turned in a total of five first place 
nishes, as well as a number of top 
ve nishes.
Red-shirt junior Zye Boey took 
first place in the men’s 60-meter 
dash, crossing the nish line in 6.71 
seconds. Boey is currently ranked 
No. 24 in the nation in the 60-me-
ter dash, and his time at the Friday 
Night Special was only marginal-
ly slower than his nationally ranked 
time. 
Boey recorded a 6.71 second time 
at last month’s Illinois Intercollegiate 
meet.
Boey opted out of competing in 
the men’s 200-meter dash, an event 
where he ranks in the nation’s top 
five. Boey has already qualified for 
the NCAA Indoor Championships 
in the 200-meter dash.
Despite Boey’s absence from the 
200-meter dash, the Panthers still 
picked up the victory in the event, 
with senior Darren Patterson taking 
rst place with a time of 21.85 sec-
onds. Patterson ranks second behind 
Boey in the OVC’s top 200-me-
ter time. Patterson will need to im-
prove his time if he wishes to join 
his teammate at the NCAA Indoor 
Championship. A time of 20.82 in 
the 200-meter dash automatical-
ly qualifies for the NCAA Indoor 
Championship.
Patterson said he felt good about 
the team’s performance, and that it 
will carry a lot of momentum go-
ing into the OVC Indoor Champi-
onship.
“It’s all about momentum,” Pat-
terson said. “You want to feel good 
running on your own track. A lot of 
teams are not used to the tight turns 
we have here.”
Rounding out the rst place n-
ishers for the men’s team is freshman 
Cody Boarman, who took rst place 
in the 400-meter dash with a time of 
50.51 seconds.
On the women’s side, junior 
Bridget Sanchez won the 200-me-
ter dash with a time of 25.47 sec-
onds. Aside from Sanchez’s individ-
ual rst place performance, Sanchez 
was also the final leg on the wom-
en’s first place 4x400-meter relay 
team. The team also consisting of 
junior Emily Quinones, junior Me-
gan Gingerich and freshman Klau-
dia Susul crossed the nish line with 
a time of 3:55.84. e men’s 4x400 
team also took rst, recording a time 
of 3:20.65.
Junior Erika Foltys won the wom-
en’s 600-meter dash with a time of 
1:38.11. Teammate Paige Biehler 
came in second in the event.
The Panthers also had a number 
of finishes ranking among the all-
time best at Eastern. Sophomore Jill 
MacEachen’s second place nish in 
the 60-meter hurdles event landed 
her seventh on the all-time list. 
MacEachen posted a time of 8.92 
seconds in the event. Red-shirt ju-
nior Megan Gingerich’s performance 
in the 400-meter dash puts her fourth 
on the all-time list. Gingerich record-
ed a time of 57.72, good enough for a 
third place nish in the event. Senior 
Donald Romero moved into fth all-
time at Eastern with a 57 foot, 4.25 
inch distance in the weight throw. 
Romero placed third in the event.
Gingerich said the coaching staff 
told the team that this meet is always 
lled with big performances and a lot 
of good races. 
e Panthers return to Lantz Field-
house next Friday for the OVC In-
door Championship.
Dominic Renzetti can be reached 
at 581-7944 
or dcrenzetti@eiu.edu.
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Zye Boey, a red-shirt junior sprinter, runs in the men’s 60-meter dash 
preliminaries during the EIU Friday Night Special in the Lantz Fieldhouse.  
Boey took first place in the event with a time of 6.71.
Team looks to gear up for OVC Championship
TR ACK & FIELD
By Brad Kupiec 
Staff Reporter
The Panther men finished fourth 
place in their season-ending Summit 
League Championship meet this week-
end, while the women finished fifth 
overall in the conference championship 
meet.
Saturday saw the Panther men pull 
into third place for a period of time 
before falling back into fourth place 
to start the day where they nished it 
among their Summit League rivals.
e women nished in a close race 
for fth, ending up a half a point ahead 
of meet host Indiana University/Purdue 
University- Indianapolis.
On the men’s side, the favored Gold-
en Grizzlies of Oakland won with a -
nal score of 998 points. Eastern’s men 
came in just behind with a score of 498.
e men topped teams from South 
Dakota, IUPUI and cross-state rival 
Western Illinois.
On the women’s side, the Panthers 
were bested by Oakland with 1060, 
South Dakota State with 625.5, South 
Dakota with 536, and Centenary with 
360.
Two Panther relay teams took sec-
ond in Conference while setting school 
records, as the team of sophomore Ken 
Tiltges, junior Rich Waszak, sophomore 
Mike Lacine and fellow sophomore Joe 
Ciliak touched runner-up in the 800-
Free relay with a nal time of 6:48.65. 
Waszak, junior Matt O’Hagan, senior 
Cody Showers, and Tiltges teams up to 
nish second in the 400-Medley relay 
as well with a nal time of 3:23.26.
Several individual school re-
cords were set as well, as the men saw 
O’Hagan in the 100-Breast, Waszak in 
the 200-Back, and Tiltges in the 200-
IM setting Eastern records with re-
spective times of 56.99, 1:50.53, and 
1:52.94.
e women were led by a pair of re-
cord-breakers, as sophomore Kelli Di-
canio and freshman Mary Lacine each 
set a pair of school records this week-
end. Dicanio completed the 100-Breast 
in 1:06.29 and the 200-Breast in 
2:21.90. Lacine set her own pair of 
records, as she swam the 200-IM in 
2:09.69 and the 400-IM in 4:38.04.
Several other Panthers also set per-
sonal bests and moved into the Top-
10 in the Panther record books, includ-
ing senior Matt Scaliatine, O’Hagan 
and Ciliak in the 200-Brest, as the three 
now stand second through fourth in 
Panther history after finishing fourth 
through sixth in the conference nals.
Sophomores Chacour Koop and 
Lacine also moved up to the Top-10 in 
school history with season bests, as they 
moved up to third and fourth, respec-
tively, in the 200-Back.
The men’s 100-Free also saw two 
Panthers add their names to the school 
record books, as sophomore Colin Mc-
Gill and Showers moved up to sixth 
and eighth respectively in Eastern his-
tory.
This concludes the Panther swim 
teams’ season, and the team will use this 
experience heading into next winter.
Brad Kupiec can be reached at 
581-7944 or bmkupiec@eiu.edu.
SWIMMING
Swimmers set records at championship meet
DANNY DAMIANI | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Chacour Koop, a sophomore individual medley swimmer, races in the 
men’s 500-yard freestyle during Eastern’s meet against Saint Louis Feb. 5 in 
the Ray Padovan Pool.
Baseball
Friday – Central Arkansas
3 p.m. – Conway, Ark.
Women’s basketball 
Thursday - Austin Peay
5:15 p.m. – Clarksville, Tenn.
Men’s basketball 
Thursday - Austin Peay
7:30 p.m. – Clarksville, Tenn.
M&W Track and Field
Friday – OVC Indoor Championships
TBA – Lantz Fieldhouse
Volleyball
Sunday vs. Marquette University
10 a.m.  – Milwaukee, Wisc.
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@DEN_Sports tweet of the day: Baseball loses first two games of season against Southern Miss.
EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE
NATIONAL SPORTS
NHL
Chicago at St. Louis 
2 p.m. on WGN
NHL
Washington at Pittsburgh 
7:30 p.m. on Versus
NBA 
Atlanta at LA Lakers 
10:30 p.m. on SportSouth
NASCAR
Sprint Cup Series at Phoenix 
3 p.m. on FOX
NBA
Memphis at Denver 
9 p.m. on SportSouth
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
SNAPS, page 9
Alex McNamee
VIE WS
By Alex McNamee 
Staff Reporter
When a college basketball team 
out-scores its opponent 32-14 in the 
paint, Eastern head coach Brady Sal-
lee said all signs point to a win for 
that team.
“ere are percentages and num-
bers to back that up,” Sallee said. 
“When you win that battle, it goes a 
long way.”
When a college basketball team 
has a player like sophomore forward 
Mariah King dominating the paint 
for 23 points, it makes its chances 
better, Sallee said.
“You put so much pressure on the 
other team to either foul you or hope 
you miss some easy ones,” Sallee said. 
“It drives them crazy.”
The Eastern women’s basketball 
team had the right formula to beat 
Murray State, 68-55, Saturday in the 
team’s home nale. 
King, who scored 23 points and 
added seven rebounds, led the Pan-
thers. 
Sophomore guard Ta’Kenya Nix-
on said King came to play Saturday, 
as the Panthers had to make adjust-
ments at halftime, leading 33-23.
Nixon said the team had not been 
doing a good job of rebounding the 
ball or getting to the free throw line; 
however, she said the Panthers start-
ed the game slowly and needed to 
change.
“(We started the game) very le-
thargic like (Murray State was) go-
ing to give us this game,” Nixon said.
Both teams had poor rst halves, 
as the Panthers shot the better per-
centage of the two, 34 percent from 
the eld.
e Panthers led the rebounding 
battle at halftime, 26-22, but they 
were not happy with that result.
“When you’re only winning by 
four going into halftime on the 
boards and in the game plan it says 
to dominate the boards, that’s not 
dominating,” Nixon said.
Nixon was the Panthers’ leader on 
the boards, grabbing 14 to go along 
with 15 points. Sophomore for-
ward Sydney Mitchell grabbed 11 re-
bounds to go along with seven points 
and four assists.
Sallee said Mitchell might have 
been so successful because of a size 
advantage she had against the Racers.
“There were some situations 
where they were trying to go big 
and use different lineups, but they 
couldn’t match up with her in those 
lineups,” Sallee said.
Mitchell had zero points in the 
rst half, playing only seven minutes. 
Mitchell was limited to playing time 
in the rst half because she had two 
fouls.
While Mitchell did the most of 
her damage in the second half, the 
Panthers also did damage from the 
free throw line.
In the rst half, the Panthers were 
6-of-9 from the free throw line. In 
the second half, they upped the ante 
to 12-of-16 from the stripe.
“I don’t think we were playing the 
way you have to play to get to the 
free throw line,” Sallee said.
e Panthers ended the game at-
tempting 14 more free throws than 
the Racers, as they ran away with 
their seventh consecutive win.
Alex McNamee can be 
reached at 581-7944 
or admcnamee@eiu.edu.
Team goes out with a win
By Rob Mortell  
Sports Editor 
Eastern’s men’s basketball team 
ended its eight-game losing streak 
with a win over Toledo in ESPNU’s 
Bracketbuster event. 
e game came down to the Pan-
ther’s ability to get to the foul line 
and knock down free throws. ey 
made 20-of-22 attempts, while To-
ledo shot 16 free throws the en-
tire game and only made 11. Ju-
nior guard Jeremy Granger showed 
why he is one of the best free throw 
shooters in the country. He was 
driving to the basket all game long, 
causing the Toledo defenders to foul 
him and he capitalized on the de-
fensive mistakes, making all 13 of 
his shots from the charity stripe. 
Granger nished the game with 
20 points, eight rebounds, seven as-
sist and three steals as he led East-
ern to a 75-58 victory. Senior guard 
Curry McKinney had a good game 
as well, finishing with 17 points 
and four rebounds. 
The win improves the Panthers 
record to 9-18, while Toledo falls to 
4-23 on the season. 
The Panthers dominated the 
game in almost every statistical cat-
egory. ey were able to control the 
game with stifling defense. They 
held Toledo to 39.6 percent shoot-
ing for the game and forced Toledo 
to commit 11 turnovers. 
Toledo’s poor shooting enabled 
the Panthers to grab a majority of the 
missed shots. They out-rebounded 
Toledo 36-22, they also grabbed 10 
oensive rebounds which led to 10 
second-chance points. 
Eastern’s frontline performed 
well, scoring 30 points in the 
paint. Red-shirt sophomore for-
ward James Hollowell and sopho-
more forward Shaun Pratl scored 
11 points each and both added 
four rebounds. 
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Mariah King, a sophomore forward, goes up for a shot against Murray 
State Saturday afternoon in Lantz Arena. The Panthers beat the Racers 
68-55.
Panthers final 
home game 
ends well
Team snaps 8-game losing streak
MEN’S BASKETBALL
AUDREY SAWYER | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
James Hollowell, a red-shirt sophomore forward, decides which way 
he wants to go around Tennessee Martin’s Benzor Simmons Feb. 15 in 
Lantz Arena. The Panthers beat Toledo 75-58 Saturday at Toledo, OH.
Granger 
dominates from 
the foul line
Take a deep breath and then exhale, because 
the lights are out in Lantz Arena, and unless you 
have punched a ticket to Nashville, you will not 
be seeing the women’s basketball team again.
If you have punched your ticket, or are like 
me and have media credentials, then you have to 
sit in anticipation until you get to see them play 
in live action as early as March 2. 
Sure the Panthers have two more regular sea-
son games, but they are on the road and we are 
all more likely to be following along with those 
online or on the radio.
Sitting back and waiting for March 2 to roll 
around will force you to think about your nal 
impressions of the team as it nears its bus trip to 
the Music City.
Take your impressions from the month of 
February as Eastern has gone 6-0 this month, 
and won its last seven games overall. At the end 
of January, the coaches and players were saying: 
“Be your best in February.” is is impression 
month. 
The first impression the team has left us is 
they are working as a fully functioning team. 
During the Panthers’ seven-game winning 
streak, 10 dierent players have scored points, 
and three dierent players have led the team in 
scoring in at least one game. 
The Panthers are also playing like a team by 
sharing the ball. Every player has had her moments 
during this seven-game winning streak. For exam-
ple, freshman guard Jordyne Crunk sank a game-
tying three-pointer with 59 seconds left in urs-
day’s overtime win over Tennessee-Martin. 
e second impression the team has left us is 
they are completing head coach Brady Sallee’s 
checklist, and it is resulting in W’s.
If you have ever talked basketball with Sallee, 
you know three of his big keys to winning games 
are rebounding, free throws and post play.
In the last seven games, the Panthers have 
outrebounded their opponents ve times. ey 
tied one game, 37-37, and lost another by 
three. In the last seven games, the Panthers have 
grabbed a combined 60 more rebounds than 
their competition and they are outrebound-
ing teams by an average of 8.5 boards per game. 
ree of the ve times the Panthers outrebound-
ed their foes it was by double digits.
e Panthers have scored 139 points (an av-
erage of 19.9 per game) from the free throw line 
in the past seven games, shooting 81.7 percent 
from the stripe. e Panthers average 24.3 free 
throw attempts per game – having never taken 
fewer than 22 in one of the past seven games. 
eir opponents have never taken more than 19 
attempts.
Eastern is getting excellent post-play from 
sophomore forward Mariah King. She is averag-
ing 16 points per game in the last seven games, 
having scored over 20 three times. In the last 
three games, she has been the team’s leading 
scorer, putting up 18, 22 and 23 points, respec-
tively.
e third impression the team has left on us 
is they go deeper than just a good starting ve.
e Panthers go eight deep of players com-
pletely capable of stepping up into important 
roles for the team.
Team left with 
impressions
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